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                              ABST[RACT
Associated with the vaiiability in aphid abundance, there is cannibalism and intra-guild
predat]ion (I. G. P.) in aphidophagous ladybird guilds, which is thought to increase ladybird
larval survival when aphids are scarce. In this thesis, the factors that affect the survival of the
three species of ladybirds, Hbnvonia (ayridis, Coccinella septempt{nctata brttcld and bouylea
                                                       '1'aponica, were determined based on two years of field research and laboratory experiments.
    in the fielct survival ofU czrp7'ctis and C. s. bntcke varied frolli year to year, and that ofR
1'aponica was always low. Laboratory experiments revealed that the larvae ofH cxxJ)?ridis were
                                                              '
 "top predators" in this ladYbird guil¢ and their surviyal appeared to depend on the ffvaiLability
                                                                 'of the other species as imarguild prcy Nthough C s. bracld was present in both years of the
                    '
studM the IikelitLood of it being eaten by H apmdis larvac depeaded on when ir ovtposited
relative to the pQpulatiort dynamics of thc aphi(L in adqajcm. although R 1mponiea lafvae were
highly Iikely to be eaten by "EL cixyridis larvae, the abuiidaitce of tlris prcy varied from year to
year. These results suggest that prey ovaiIal)ility is variable even for an imtegrtild predator.
     Ehe ai)ove resuks le(1 to the suggestien that variadon in the speed of develepment of
larvac might facilitate their survival when food ayailabdity is both variable aiid uncenain. "fo
        'test this, life history traits associated wmb speed of development were determined in the
                                             '
1al ,oratory using thc two spot 1adybird. Adulia bipunctata. ln general. the 1"i3 history traits were
associated positwely with speed of developmerrt. Fast-develeping larvae comsumed more prey
in a short period and were vmberable to starvation wlren aphids were scarce than the
slow-developing larvae. lt is suggested that this mherited variadon in the speed of development
increases the chances of aphidophag(nis ladYbird larvac surviving.
1･
     SECTIOIN 1
GENERAI. INTRODUCTION
All the predators and parasitoid that feed on aphids make up the aphidophagous guild (Sakuratani,
1977; Arakald, 1992; Winder et al., 1994; Dixon, 1998). Ladybirds are very voracious and
abundant in terms of numbers of species and individuals, and are 1arge; they are regarded as an
important component ofaphidophagous guilds.
    A factor that directly affects their survival is food availability during their development.
Several authors reported that low prey availability adversely affects the survival of larvae
(Dimetry} 1976; Kawauchi, 1979). However, as the incidence of cannibalism and intra-guild
predation (I. G. P.) increases when the relative abundance of aphids is low (Kawai, 1978; ]Ndi11s,
   '1982; Takahashi, 1987; Osaweg 1989, 1992; Agarvvala & Dixon, 1991, 1992; Yasuda & Shinyeg
                 '1997), these predators are themselves are an important cause ofmortality in ladybird populations
                                                tt                                         '(Osawa 1989, 1992; Yasuda & Shny4 1997).
                  ' '    As in some species of ladYbirds, the first instar larvae develop relatively fast when fed
conspecific eggs they m'e thought to be a better food for ladybirds than aphids (Kawai, 1978;
Takahashi, 1987, Osawa 1989, 1992; Agarvvaia & Dixon, 1991, 1992). in addition, the foumh
instar larvae can survive equally well on a diet ofconspecifics or aphid prey (Yasuda & Onum4
2000). Therefore, nutritionally there are no penalties associated with eating conspecifics. On the
other hand, eating the eggs and larvae ofother species ofladybirds can result in reduced survival,
    'as several species ofladybirds are known to be toxic to other ladYbirds (e.g. Agarvvala & Dixon,
            '1998). However, I.' G. P. can be advantageous because it prolongs the duration of survival of
starving larvae (Hemptinne et al., 2000). rlherefbre, in the field, cannibalism and I. G. P. are
           '                                                                '     '                                                                    'possibiy important when aphids are scarce (Osawa 1991; Yasuda & Slmya, 1997).
  '    Both eggs and young larvae are more vulnerable to cannibalism than older larvae; the victim
is usually at a vulneral)le stage in its development (Agarwala & Dixon, 1992; Dong & Polis,
l992; Stevens, 1992). in addition, generally the 1arger predator is 1ikely to be the intra-guild
2
predator, and the smaller the extra-guild prey (Sengonca & Frings, 1985; Lucas et al., 1998;
Phoofolo & Obrycki, 1998; Hindayana et al., 2001). rlhat is, in general, cannibalisin and I. G. P.
are more 1ikely to occur when the potential predators and victms differ in size.
                                 '    However, such predation may not occur fbr the fo11owing reason. Smal1 species like Acialia
                                              '
bipunctata contain more alkaloid per unit weight than 'the 1arge species, Coccinella
septen¥7unctata (De Jong et al., 1991; Holloway et al., 1991). Several authors report that smal1
                                                                 '
species appear to be well protected chemically against predation by 1arger species (Agarwala &
Dixon, 1992; Agaiwala et aL, 1998; Hemptinne et aL, 2000). That is, although smal1 species are
                      '1ikely to be eaten by larger species (Sengonca & Frings, 1985; Lucas et al., 1998; Phoofblo &
                                     'Obrycki, 1998; Hindayana et al., 2001), defensive chemicals reduce the incidence ofl. G. R of
                                                                   'small species by large species. ,
    In addition, Winder (1990) suggests that the tendency of Iarvae to disperse when prey
                            '
availability is low may reduce the probability of their encountering con- and hetero-specific
larvae. Leaving rate depends on species (Schellhom & Andovv) 2000). That is, although the
incidence ofcannibalism and I. G. P. are 1ikely to increase when prey availability is low (Kawai,
1978; Mills, 1982; Takahashi, 1987; Osawa 1989, 1992; Agarwala & Dixon, 1991, 1992; Yasuda
& Shnya, 1997), emigradon oflarvae from plants may reduce the incidence ofcamiibalism and I.
G. P. . Consequently, the incidence ofCamibalism and I. G. P. are likely to vary between species.
    However, the effects of chemical defense and emigration on the incidence of carmibalism
                                             'and I. G. P. in the field are poorly understood. Therefbre, in Section 2, survival ofthree species of
ladybirds in relation to prey abundance was monitored in the field. in additionl in Section 3, the
                                                                  '
effect of chemical protection and leaving rate on the incidence of cannibalism and I. G. P. were
                      '
studied in a semi nampal enviromment.
    In addition, if the incidence ofcaimibalism and I. G. R, which may increase the survival of
3
ladybirds when prey is scarce (Osaw4 1991; Yasuda & Shiny4 1997; Hemptinne et al., 2000),
varies between species, then the less carmibalistic or predatory species are more 1ikely to be
affected by prey availability than the more cannibalistic or predatory species.
    Body size and duration of development in ladybird are determined by prey availability. For
instance, the larvae of Proppilea J'ponica tend to develop more slowly to the adult stage when
fbod availability is low (Kawauchi, 1979). ln addition, the duration ofdevelopment is also 1ikely
to be 1inked to body size and prey consumption. Ueno (1994) reported that the duration of
development varies between individuals fed equally well. in this studM the fast-developing larvae
                                             '
ofE[ aayridis tend to develop into 1arge adults and the slow-developing larvae into smal1 adults.
                                              'd      'Prey consumption is likely to vary between fast- and slow developing larvae. Rodriguez-Saona &
Miller (1995) selected Hippoclamia convergens for fast development over several generations and
           '
showed that the lbst-developing larvae consumed more aphids per unit ime and developed into
1arger adults than the mo;e slowly developing individuals.
    Dixon (2000) suggest that al1 the life history traits ofpredatory ladybirds, including both
aphidophagous and coccidophagous species, are associated posnively with speed ofdevelopment.
For instance, aphidophagous species develop faster and consume more prey than coccidophagous
species. AccordinglM if al1 life history traits of ladybirds are associated with speed of
development life history traits, such as food consumption, are 1ikely to differ between fbst- and
                                               '                 'slow developing individuals. Therefbre, in Sections 4 and 5, life history traits of fast- and
slow-developing were detenimed. in addition, if slow developing individuals consume less prey,
they are less 1ikely to be affected by low fbod avai1al)ility. Therefbre, the effect of different levels
                      '                                'offood availal)ility on the perfbrrnance offast- and slow-developing larvae were also determined
(Section 4). FinalIM in Section 6, the effbct ofvariations in the availability ofpreM includmg con-
and hetero-specific ladybirds are discussed based on the results in Sections 2 and 3, and the
5
advantages of fast- and slow-development are discussed based on the results obtained in Sections
                                                           '         tt                              '4 and 5.
6
                SECTION 2 ･
POPULATION DY)gAMICS OF 3 LADYBllU])S IN THE FIELD
2-1 llN[TRODUC[[ION
                                                                          ''The importance of various processes that stmctuire communities and determine population sizes
                                       '
have been discussed for several decades. intraguild predation is often reported in insect
              '                                                   '            'populations, and prcy abundance seems to be an important factor determming the frequency of
this predation, which is thought to be an important force structmg insect coirmmities (Polis et
                                                       ''                                                                     ''al., 1989; Dong&Polis, 1992). /
    All the predators and parasitoids feedmg Qn aphids make up the aphidophagous predator
                                     'guild (Sakuratani, 1977; Arakaki, 1992; Winder et aL, 1994; Dixon. 1998). Ladybirds are very
                                '
voracious, and al)undant in terms ofnumbers of species and individuals, and are 1arge; thqy are
regarded as ari irnportant component of aphidophagous predator guilds.
    Both cannibalism and I. G. P. of eggs has been observed in aphidophagous ladybirds (Kawai,
1978; Mills, 1982; Takahashi, 1987; Osawa 1989, 1992; Agarwala & Dixon, 1991, 1992).
                              '                                                   'SimilarIM cannibalism and I. G. P. of larvae occur both in the laboratory and field, and, it is
      '                                                                'suggested that prey density affects the incidence of cannibalism and I. G. P. (Takahashi, 1987;
                                'Agarvvala & Dixon, 1991, 1992; Yasuda & Shny& 1997). AdditionallM larval density affects the
incidence of eggs cannibalism (Mills, 1982). However, what happens in the field is sti11 poorly
documented and less well understood.
    [[here are few studies on the populatien dynamics ofpredatory ia(lybirds in the field (Osaweg
1993, Yasuda & Shnya, 1997). in these studies mcntality of the larvae was relatively high
                      '       'compared to the other developmental stages; egg and pupa. AdditionalIM mortality of the latter
                                        '                                                                      'larval stages tend to be high when. prey density is low (Yasuda & Shinya 1997). Osavva (1993)
                                   '                                                     'showed that the fourth instar larvae that prior to pupation moved finthest away from an aphid
                               :                                                                            ''                                              'colony were the most likely to suwive being cannibalized or parasitized. Larvae comnoniy leave
                       'a host plant when prey becomes scarce (Yasuda & Shinya, 199D. ln fact, in some species of
7
ladybird, it is reported that 90% of the larvae leave a host plant prior to pupadon (Lucas et aL,
2000), and that the leaving rate depends oil species (Schellhorn & Andow) 1999). "lherefore, for a
                        'better understanding of the population dynamics of ladYbirds it is necessary to estmate larval
                                                       'dispersal.
    Recently it was reported that the species conrposition of la(lybird guilds in the field has
changed over the last seventeen-years in United States (Elliott, 1990; Elliott et aL, 1996). A
dominant introduced species, Htinnonia axlyridis, is currently invadmg ladYbird guilds in Nonh
America (Gordon & Vandenberg 1991; Day et aL, 1994; Larvlana & Milleg 1996;
McCorquodale, 1998; Michael & Milleq 1996; Brown & Milleq 1998; Colunga-Garcia & Gage,
1998).. As the mechanism leading to the change in guild stmcture is unknown. there is a need to
        '                       'study the interaction between the species of1adybirds in such guilds.
    ln this sectiog the mortality and the dispersal of three species of la(lybirds are studied in
relation to aphid population dynamics over a period oftwo years in the field. The efft)ct ofthese
mortalities on the temporal structure ofa ladYbird guild is discussed.
2-2 ]SIATERIALS AND msMODS
(1) Study site
The field research was done on the Yamagata University farm (38e 43'N, 1390 49E), which is
mainly used for cu1tivating experirnental plants. About fifty young trees ofHibiscus syri'dis were
planted in a lme in 1990 and 1992. The cotton aphiq Aphis gDssypii, occurs on these trees from
                                                             ''the middle of spring, and forms large aggregations on young shoots. Over wintered adults of
                                      ' '
three species of aphidophagous ladybirds, Hannonia cayridis, Coccinella septempunctata brucld
and Prolz}71eal'aponica, exploit the aphid in spring. Body sizes of the first two species ofla(lybird
are sirni1ar and about double that ofthe latter species. The ground around the trees was weeded-at
regular intervals in order to facilitate the fudmg of emigraimg larvae.
8
(2) Population dynamics ofladybirds and aphid
                                             '
SeasoRal changes in the numbers of 1adybirds iii spimg were monitored ifl 1995 aiid 1996. [[en
and twelve trees, 1.5-2.5 m in height, were sampled in 1995 and 1996, respectivelM and the fates
of al1 developmental stages of the ladYbird except for first instar larvae were monitored. The
branches of the trees adjacent to the sample trees were tied up against their trunks, which
prevented them from touching those ofthe sample trees. The trees were searched for eggs daiIM
and the number of eggs in each cluster of eggs was noted. Each egg cluster was rnatked with an
elliptical plastic tag (4 cm length×3 cm width). 'Ihe tag was numbered and attached to the
petiole of the leaf on which the eggs were 1aid. These clutches of eggs were observed dailM and
     'the number that hatched and the fate ofthe rest was noted. 'I:he fust instar larvac ofH enpmdis
                                                               '
and C. s. brucin are difficult to distinguish, whereas the 1ater instars are easily identified.
Therefore, the larvae were only assigned to a species from the second instar onwards. Pupae were
also matked with plastic tags, and obsgrved daily unti1 adult emergence. When ladybirds were
observed eating another ladybird the species of the prey and predator and their developmental
                                                                                '
stage, which included first instar larvae, were also noted.
    Aphid aburtdance was estimated by randomly selecting ten leaves on two randomiy
selected twigs from each of the uppery middle and lower pans of each tree. This was done every
             'other day undi all the aphids disappeared.
       tt
(3) Identification ofladybird eggs .
TIhe eggs ofR japonica differ in Erppearance from those ofthe other two species. Howeveq eggs
   '
ofHL aryridis and C. s. brucki are similar in size, colour) number in a cluster and morphologx
and this sirnilarity makes species identification difEicult. Therefbre, a few eggs from each cluster
ofeggs were taken back to the 1ai)oratory. rthe larvae that hatched from these eggs were reared on
an excess ofcotton aphids and identified when they reached the second instar.
                                                                                 9
(4) Assessment oflarval emigratiell L
Species and instar of emigrants and the ime, relative to the aphid peak in al)uiidance, of larval
emigration were assessed. in 1995, larvae found on the ground around the 10 trees, on which the
ladybirds were being monitoreq were collected and identified to species and developmental stage.
In 1996, six trees, adjacent to the twelve trees used for the population study of ladybirds, were
                             'used to trap emigrating larvae. From before egg laying staited these six trees were observed daily
                                                                       '
and any egg clusters were removed so there was no recmitmcmt ofladybird larvae via eggs on
                                                        'these trees. In addition, al1 larvae fbund on the six trees were removed dailM and their species and
                                             '     '         '                              '                                 '                        'developmental stage noted. ･ '
          '                                     '2-3 RESUIJTS -
                                                                           'Seasonal changes in the percentages, relative to the peak abundances, of la(lybird eggs, and
                                                     '
laivae, and aphids present on the trees in 1995 and 1996 are given in Figure 2-1 and 2-2,
                  t.respectively
2-3-1 Life history (Eggs)
(1) Seasonal changes in the number of eggs
ln beth years, the oviposition periods ofthe imee species of1adYbird began with the eniergence
of aphids (Fig. 2-1, 2-2). The number of eggs 1aid by H: awyridis and C. s. brucki inereased with
increase in aphid abundance unti1 conspecific larvae of the second instar onwards develgped.
Consequelltly the egg laying in H cxxJiridis and C. s. brncld peaked before the aphid peaked in
al)undance, and their oviposition period ended at the tirne of the peak in the number of
conspecific larvae. in additiog the number of eggs of H aryridis peaked when the aphid
                                                         'abundance exceeded 60% of the peak in both years. Howeveq the aphid abundance when egg
                                                                  '
number of C. s. brucld peaked differed in the two years, it was 68% and 34% in 1995 and 1996,
                                 'respectively. The number of eggs laid by R J-aponica in 1995 increased until conspecific larvae
10
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peaked in abmidance, and their oviposition ended when the aphid became exinct (Fig. 2-lc). In
l996, eggs ofR 1'aponica were found on oniy two days, just before and after the aphid peaked in
abundance (Fig. 2-2C).
    In 1995, the duration ofthe oviposition periods ofH apmdis (17 days) and C s. bracld (16
days) were similary and shorter than that ofR J"apo'nica, which was 20 days. ln 1996, the duration
                             'ofthe oviposition period was 18 and 13 days in H aryridis and C s. bracld, respectiveiy; and
                                                     '
was longer in U aryridis and shorter in C. s. bnick4 than in 1995.
(2) Disnibutien of eggs ' ---'
Numbers ofeggs 1aid were compared in the two weeks prior to and the week fbllowing the peak
in aphid abundance (Fig. 2-3).
    In 1995, a total of 1133. 1105 and 624 eggs were 1aid by HL awyridis, C. s. bnicki and R
J'aponica. respectively "Iivvo weeks prior to the peak in aphid abundance, the percentages of eggs
1aid did not exceed 30% in alI the species. ln the week prior to the peak, the percentages of eggs
                                                                'laid increased signficandy in al the species (P < O.05). Mer the aphid peaked in abundance, the
                                                                           ''
percentages ofeggs 1aid decreased significantly to less than 20% in H axlyn'dis (N=142) and C. s.
brucki (N==166) (P < O.05), but inereased sigrtificantly to 49% (N=3 1O) in R 1mponica (P < O.05).
ConsequentlM the percentages of eggs 1aid by HL axlyridis and C. s. brueki tended to increase in
                                                      '    ttthe weeks prior to the･peak in aphid abundance and to decrease the fo11owing week. in contrast,
                      '
the perce[rtages ofeggs laid by R 1mponica tellded to increase over tlie same period.
    In 1996, a total of 2167, 2308 ang 37 eggs were 1aid by HL a)ryridis, C. s. bn,cld and R
1'aponica, respectively Percentages of eggs 1aid by .IL ax[yridis was significantly inereased in the
                                                  '                                                                           'week prior to the peak in aphid abundance (P < O.05) and significantiy deereased the following
week (P < O.05). Although. in R J'aponica there was no significant difference in the percentages
of eggs laid in the two weeks prior to and after the peak in aphid abundance (P > O.05), the
12
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percentages were significantly higher in the two weeks prior to the peak in aphid abimdance (P <
O.05). Both Hl atyn'dis and R1oponica, distributed their eggs in time in 1996 similariy to in i995.
Howeveg C. s. brucld distributed its egg in 1996 difEt)rendy from in 1995. The percentage ofeggs
1aid in the two weeks prior to the peak in aphid al)undance was 75% (N==1699), which was over
double that in 1995 (30.2%), and deereased in the following two weeks e < O.05).
    rlhe percentages ofeggs 1aid were compared in the three species (Fig. 2-4). in both years, in
the two weeks prior to the peak in aphid abimdance, the percentages of eggs 1aid was
significantiy higher in C. s. brucld than in the otiier two species (P < e.05). in the week prior to
the peak, the percentages of eggs 1aid was significantly higher in H aryridis than in the other two
species (P < O.05). After the aphid peaked in al)undance, the percenSages of eggs 1aid was
                                 'sigriificantiy higher in R 1'aponica than in the other two species (P < O.05).
       '                                     '       '   '    That is, in both years. the seguence of oviposition ofthe species was the same. Howeveq in
                                                         '
1996, proportionally more ofthe eggs ofC. s. brucld were 1aid early than in 1995, whereas that of
the other two species did not diffler in the two years.
(3) Duration ofegg stage
                                                         '             'In 1995, the average temperatures two and one week prior' to the peak in aphid al)undance and in
the fbllowing weeK were 16.8±O.6, 172±O.6 and 18.6±O.50C, respectively. These
temperatures do not differ significantly (1) > O.05, F=3.0: One-Way ANOVA) (Fig. 2-5). in the
period two weeks prior to the peak in aphid abundance, the ayerage incubation period for clusters
ofH aryridis, C. s. brucld and R 1'aponi a eggs, was 6.8±O.3, 6.8±O.2 and 6.4±O.5 days,
respectively. in the fo11owing two weeks, the average incubation period significantly shortened to
less than 5 days for al1 species (P < O.05). Over the whole oviposition perioa the average
                     'incubation periods for H cixlyridis and R 1'aponica eggs were 4.8±O.2 and 4.2±O.3 days. which
             '
were significantly shorter than that iibr C. s. brucki (5.8±O.2days, .P < O.05) (Fig. 2-6).
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Figure 2-5. Average temperatures and cturation ofegg stage in the two weeks prior to and the week following the peak in
aphid abundance in 1995 and 1996. (Nl= Number ofclusters of eggs that hatched in each period. Dets fo11owed by the
same letter do not differ significantiy, P > O.05: ON[E-WAY ANOVA, Bonferroni test)
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    In 1996, as in 1995, the average temperature tended to increase with ime, although there
was no significant diliference between the average temperature in the three wecks (P > O.05,
F==2.1: One-Way ANOVA) (Fig. 2-5). In addition. the incubation period tended to be shorter in
the latter oviposition period in al1 species. Over the whole oviposition period the ayerage
incubation periods for HL aayn'dis and C s. brucld eggs were 4.2±O.2 and 4.5±O.2) days. which
were significantly longer tlian that fbr Il japonica (2.8±O.7days) (P < O.05) (Fig. 2-6). ln this
year, the average tcmperature over the oviposition periods was 18.8±O.40C, which was
significantly higher than in 1995 (17.5±O.40C)(P < O.05, U!=130.5: Marm-Whitney test). In
addition, the average incubadon period ofegg clusters also tended to be short in 1996.
(4) Fate ofeggs
During the researcL 77 and 48 eggs (4%) in 1995, 163 (8%) and 119 eggs (5%) in 1996 oflL
aryridis and C. s. brucki, respectivelM were removed in order to identify the species. Egg
mortality was categorized as: cannibalism by non sib-larvae or I. G. R, cannibalism by sib-larvae,
or disappearance or destruction. TThe percentage ofeggs lost to each ofthese mortalities and the
percentage of eggs that hatched were compared in the three weeks and for the three species.
Cannibalism by non sib-larvae or L a R
in 1995, the percentage of eggs eaten tended to be greater 1ate in the oviposition period. It was
73%, 67% and 41% for HL axlyridis, C. s. brucld and R J'aponica, respectivelM in the week prior
to the peak in aphid abundance (Fig. 2-7a). The percentages ofHL aryridis and R japonica eggs
eaten in 1996 also tended to be greatest in the week following the peak in aphid abundance. and
the trend is similar to that observed in 1995 (Fig. 2-7b). Howeveg in 1996 C s. bnicki did not lay
any eggs after the peak in aphid abundance. Percentage of egg mortality atnibutable to egg
cannibalism by non sib-laivae or I. G. P. was compared in the tihree species (Fig. 2-12, p. 26). ln
both years, the percentage of eggs lost in this way was sigr[ificantly greater in HL acyridis and R
18
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1'aponica than in C. s. brucki (P < O.05) (Fig2-12, p. 26).
dannthalism by sib-･larvae
In both years, the percentages of eggs eaten by sib--iaryae did not exceed 20% in each of the
                            '  'species. It tended to deerease after the peak in aphid al)undance in H aryridis and C. s. bnucld
(Fig. 2-8). ln R 1'aponica, the percentage did not differ significantiy in the imee periods (P >
O.05). ln both years, although the total percentage egg mortality due to cannibalism by sib-larvae
diffk:red in the imee species. the percentages were lower than for the other causes of egg mortality
(Fig. 2-12, p. 26).
Disuppearance or destruction
In 1995, percentages of eggs that disappeared or were destroyed was 32.2%, 42.2% and 54.0%
for Il axlyridis, C. s. bruckr and R 1'aponica, respectively. in the two weeks prior to the peak in
aphid al)undance. the percentages were higher than in the following two weeks (Fig. 2-9a). The
percentages ofH apmdis and C. s. brucld eggs that disappeared or were destroyed in 1996 also
tended to be greatest two weeks prior to the peak in aphid abundance, as was observed in 1995.
Howeveg R japonica did not lay any eggs in the two weeks prior to the peak in aphid abundance.
In both years. a greater percentage of C. s. brackr than ofH aryridis eggs disappeared or was
                                                             ''destroyed (ID < O.05) (Fig. 2-12, p. 26).
importance ofthe three cause:s ofagg mortality
Percentages ofeggs lost in each week to the three mortality factors were compared (Fig. 2-10).
rlXNo weeks prior to the peak in aphid abundance, the percentages of eggs that disappeared or
were destroyed tended to be greater than the losses attributahle to the other two mortalnies. ln the
week prior to the peak in aphid al)undance, egg mortality generally was lower than in the other
two periods. in the week following the peak in aphid abundance, percentage egg cannibalism by
non-sib larvae or mortality due to intra-guild predation tended to be higher than that attributable
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to the other two causes ofmortality
    ConsequentlM the percentages of eggs that hatched differed in the three weeks (Fig. 2-11).
in 1995, two weeks prior to the peak in aphid al)undance it was 34%, 34% and 43% in HL
aryridis, C. s. bracki and R 1'aponica, respeqtively. in all species, the percentages that hatched
tended to decrease significantly in the week following the peak in aphid abundance to 20%, 4%
and 24% in H asyridis, C. s. brucld and R 1mponiea, respeetively (P < O.05). ln 1996, the
percentages of eggs that hatched was significantly greater in the weck prior to the peak in qphid
                     'abundance than in the other weeks (P < O.05), and was similar in trend to that observed in 1995.
                                  '
'Ihe percentage ofC. s. bruckr eggs that hatched tended to be higher than ofthe other two species
in both years (Fig. 2-12, p. 26).
2-3-2 Life history (Larvae)
(1) Seasonal changes in the percentage oflarvae and aphids
ln 1995, larvae of all the three species ofla(lybird occurred in early June (Fig.2-1, p. 10). in this
yeai; aphids peaked in abundance (N==197.4/60 leaves) on 7th of June. On that day3 the
percentages oflarvae present did not differ significantly between the three species (P > O.05), i.e.,
approxirnately 20% of the larvae were present for al1 the species. Four days after the peak in
aphid al)undance, 1lth of June, the percentage oflarvae of C. s. brucld peaked (N46) whereas
aphid abundance decreased to 33% of the peak (N=66/60 leayes). The percentages of larvae of
the other two species peaked on the next day; 12th ef June, when aphid al)undance had deereased
to 21% of the peak (N=41/60 leaves). in all species, the percentage of larvae peaked after the
peak in aphid al )imdance, and there was only a difference of one day in the peaks in al)undance of
the three species. [IJhat is, in this year3 larvae of all three species occurred about the same tiine.
Howeveg larvae decreased differently in the three species. Although no laivae ofC. s. brucld or R
1'aponica were present wheri the aphid became extinct, 59% (N=68) ofthe larvae ofH ajx[yridis
25
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were stil1 present (P < O.05). That is, larvae of C. s brucki and R 1'oponica tended to disappear
   '                                                                       'more rapidly than those ofHL aryridis.
    In 1996, larvae ofLL acyridis and C. s. bruckr were present in early June, but no secoRd
                                           '
instar or older larvae of R japonica developed (Fig. 2-2, p. 11). When the aphid peaked in
abundance (N=206.8/ 601eaves) on 11'h of June the percentages of larvae present were 26%
(N==40) and 94% (N =201) for Il apmdis and C s. brucld, respectively (P < O.OOI), but there
                                                                             '          '
were no larvae ofR japonica. in addition, the percentage of C. s. brucki larvae present when the
aphid peaked in abundance was four imes grater than in 1995 (P < O.OOI). whereas the
percentage ofH awyridis larvae present at that time did not differ significantly in the two years
(P > O.05). On 12th of June, the percentage of larvae of C. s. bruckr 'peaked (N==213: 100%),
                                                                    '               'whereas the abundance ofthe aphid decreased to 62% ofthe peak CN =131.2/60 leaves) (Fig. 2-2,
   '                                      'p. 11). rlhe percentage oflarvae ofEL axlyridis peaked (N= 155: 100%) four days latery when the                               tt            '            '                                       'abundance ofthe aphid had deereased to 16% ofthe peak (N==25.8/60 leayes). The differerice in
            '                  'the day on which the percentage of larvae peaked in these two species increased to four days
                                                        ''
compared to one day in 1995. rllhat is, in this yeary C. s. brucld larvae occurred predominantly
earlier than in 1995, although the occumence in tme offfL aryridis larvae did not differ in the
                                               'two years. ConsequentlM larvae ofC s. bruckr occurred epalier than those ofH a]Iyridis.
..    When the aphid became extinct on 21S` of June there were no larvae of C: s. brucld present,
although 18% (N=26) of the larvae of HL ai[yridis were still present (P < O.05). Howeveg the
      '
percentage of H axlyridis larvae present when the aphid became extinct was al)oat one-third of
                                                                  'that observed in 1995 (59%, N=68) (P < O.OO1, x2 tesO. That is, in this yeai; the deerease in C s.
                      ''      'brucld larvae was similar to that observed in 1995, al1 larvae disappeared before the Erphid
                                                             '                ' '  '                                         'became extinct. In both years, although H acyridis larvae were present when the aphid became
extinct, larvae decreased in abundance faster in 1996 than in 1995.
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(2) Development of larvae
                         '
rllhe developmental stage of the larvae present at the ime of the peak in aphid ai)undance was
compared in the three species. in 1995, the percentages of each instar present did not differ
significantiy in the three species (P > O.05); the percentages ofsecond instar larvae were not less
than 80% in all species (Fig. 2-13aj. rlThe earliest larva to pupate was one of.R jqponica, which
                'pupated a day befbre the aphids became extinct (Fig. 2-1, p. 10). Howeve; this pupa was eaten
                                '
two days after pupation by a third-instar larva oflZ aryrictis. Five larvae ofiEL arpidis pupated
                                 '      'after the aphid became extinct. SubsequentlM four became adult, and one was eaten by a
conspecific fourth-instar laiva No pupae of C. s. brucld were observed. 'IThat is, in tl}is yeaf;
although larvae of al1 three species developed simultaneously oniy those ofH aryndis became
    In 1996, the percentages of each instar present differed sigrtificantly in the two species (P <
O.05), with the percentage ofsecond instar Iarvae greater in EL aJcyridis, and that ofthe third and
fourth instar larvae greater in C s. brucki (Fig. 2-13b). ln addition. the percentages ofeach instar
of C. s brucki difflired significantly in two years (P < O.05), more mature larvae developed in
1996 than in 1995. Howeveg in HL aryridis, the percentages ofeach instar present did not differ
significantiy between two years (P > O.05), more young larvae were present in both years. fen
                                   'larvae of C. s. brucki pupated before the aphid became extinct (Fig. 2-2, p. 11). ofwhich eight
                 '
became adults and two were eaten by fourth-instar Iarvae ofHL aryridis. Fourteen larvae ofHL
asyridis pupated after the aphid became extinct, of which nine became adults and five were
cannibalized by fourth instar larvae. TThat is, in 1996, development of C. s. brucla larvae was
advanced compared to that in 1995, although that of,EL a)o]ndis laivae did not dilifer in the two
years. ConsequentlM in 1996. 1arvae ofC. s. brucld developed earlier than those ofEL acyridis,
                           '                                                              'and larvae ofboth species became adults. ･
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L(3) Survival oflarvae
Initially in 1995, there were 474, 547 and 226 larvae offf aryridis, C. s. bnicki' and R 1'aponica,
respectively. in 1996, it was 1359. 1617 and 23 larvae oflZ aJcyridis, C s. brucld and R 1'aponic ,
                                                           'respectively. Survival of these larvae, when they peaked in ai)undance and wheri they became
                                              'adults were compared in the tlrree species in both years.
    In 1995, 24.5% (N=116), 8.4% (N=46) and 9.7% (N =22) of larvae of Il aryndis, C s.
bracki and R 1apomca, respectively; were present when they peaked in abundance (Fig. 2-14a).
Percentage survival ofLL axlyridis larvae was more than double that of the other two species (P <
                                        'O.05). ln 1996, the percentage of larvae present when they peaked in ahundance was 11.4%
                                                           ''                                         '(N=155), 14.2% (N :213) and O%, respectivelM for H: axpiridis, C. s. bracld and R 1'aponica.
        '
Survivai of C. s. brucld was signficantly greater than that ofthe other two Species (P < O.05). ln
this yeary the suwival ofH czxlyridis larvae was less than halfofthat in 1995 (P < O.OOI). while
                                                           '              'the survival of C. s. brucld larvae improved by 1.7 tmes compared with 1995 (P < O.OOI). 'Ihe
                                           'suivival ofR 1mponica larvae (lid not differ significantly in the two years (P > O.05).
                                                              ''                      '                              '    In 1995, the survival to the adult stage, expressed as the percentage of the hatchling larvae
                 '      ''that became adults, was O.8% (N=4) for H: asyridis (N=474), and O% in the other two species
(Fig. 2-14b). ln 1996, the percentages were O.7% (N=9) and O.5% (N==8), respectivelM fbr H
   'aay!idis and C. s. brucki and O% fbr R ]'aponica. ln both years, 'the percentage survival to the
         '  tt                           'adult stage did not differ significantly in the imee species (P > O.05), and did not exceed 1%.
Howeveg although the percentage suwival of C. s. bruckr in 1996, O.7%, was greater than in
1995 (O.O%) (P < O.05), it did not diffi:r significantly in the other two species (P > O.05).
(4) Emigration oflarvae
Aigimber emigraimg
Emigration was expressed as the percentage ofthe larvae at the hatchling stage that emigrated. ln
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1995, 9.5% (N=45) ofH aryridis larvae ernigrateq which was significantly greater than that for
the other two species (IP < O.05) (Fig. 2-l5a). ln 1996, 21-.3% ov=289) ofthe C. s. brztcki larvae
emigrated (Fig. 2-15b), which was significaiitly greater than for either ofthe other two species (P
< O.05). in both years, no larvae ofR J'aponica cmigrated and ernigration by this species was
significantly lower than for the other two species (P < O.05).
7ime of emigratiOn
In 1995, 45 and 27 larvae ofH: ayridis and C s. brztcki, respectivelM (rmigrated. Disnibutioll in
                tt          'time of emigration in these species was compared relative to aphid ahundance (Fig. 2-16a). The
                                'number of emigrants ofH axlyridis'tended to inerease significantly with time (P < O.05) with
                                          '            '
87% (N==39) of the eniigrants recorded after the aphid became extinct. in contrast, 93% (N==25)
of emigrant C. s. brueld were observed duimg the period froin the peak in aphid al)undance to
their extinctiog and was significantly greater then than in other periods (P < O.05).
   t'
    In 1996, 289 and 367 larvae, respectivelM ofHL pmdis and C. s. brucld emigrated (Fig.
2-16b). As in 1995, the number of emigrants ofHL aryridis tended to be greatest after the aphid
became extinct (74%, N=213) (P < O.05), and emigrants of C. s. bracld were mainly observed
during the period when the aphid peaked in abundance and of their extinction (P < O.05) (79%:
N-291).
                 '    That is, in both years, larvae ofC. s. bmcld ernigrated earlier than those ofHL apmdis.
                                                               'instar cotuposlden '
Percentages of the different larval instars that emigrated in H aryridis and C. s. brucld were
                                                  '
compared. ln 1995, ofthe total (N==45) for H: c xiyridis, 2% (N==1), 33% (N-15) and 64% (N==29)
                                                                  'were seconq third and fowth instar larvae, respectively. in the same year) fbr C s. brucki, it was
                                         ''
26% (N=7), 41% (N=l1) and 33% (N=9) for second, third and fourth instars, respeodvely (Fig.
2-17a). Percentages ofthe three instars differed sigriificantly in these two species (P < O.Ol), the
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percentages offoumh instar larvae tended to be higher in H aryridis and that of second instar in
C. s. brncld.
    In 1996, the percentages of each instar that emigrated in H aJcyridis was 13% (N=37), 34%
(N=97) and 54% (N=155) fbr second, thrd and fburth instars, respectively (Fig. 2-17b). For C. s.
brucln', it was 11% (N=41), 35% (N=127) and 54% (INI=199) for secona third and fourth instars,
respectively. In both species, the percentages emigrating tended to inerease with instai; there was
no significant difi?irence in percentages ofthree instars between these two species (P < O.05).
    Percentages ofeach instar that emigrated were compared in the two years. in IL aryridis, the
percentages of the imee instars that emigrated did not differ significantly in the two years (P >
O.05). Instar composition of C. s. brucld larvae that emigrated differed significantly in the two
years (P < O.05), percentage of the fourth instar increased and of the younger two instars
decreased･in 1996.
(5) Aphid population dynanics
rlb deter[nine whether the population dynamics of the aphid differed in the two years the
percentages of aphids present before and after they peaked in abundance were cornpared between
1995 and 1996 aig. 2-18ab). Percentages present before the peak in aphid abufidance were
relatively higher in 1996 than in 1995 (Fig 2-18a). 'Ihe number of aphids increased more rapidly
in 1996 than in 1995. in contrast, percentage present over the three days fbllowing the peak in
aphid abundance was significantly lower in 1966 than in 1995 (P < O.OOI) (Fig. 2-18b). The
number ef aphids decreased more rapidly in 1996 than in 1995.
2-3-3 Dominance
In both years, the percentages of the aphidophagous guild made up of each the three species was
compared throughout the developmental stages.
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(1) Guild structure in 1995
Eggstage
A total of 2862 ladybird eggs (10096) was recorded (Fig. 2-19aj. Of these eggs, those ofH
awyridis and C s. brucld made up 39.4% (N'--:1133) and 38.5% (N=1105), respectively That is,
they 1aid a similar numbers of eggs (P > O.05). lhe percentage ofR 1'aponica eggs was 22.1%
(N==634), less than that 1aid by the other two species.
llatehiing larval stage
The eggs gave rise to 1247 larvae (100%) (Fig. 2-19b). At this stage, the percentages of EL
        'ax pridis, C. s. brucki and R 1mponica was 38.0% (N=474), 43.9% (N==547) and 18.1% (N==226),
                                                                  '           'respectively. The percentage composition made up of C. s. brucld had increased by 5.4%
compared to the egg stage, whereas that ofHL aJcyridis and R y'ponica had de reased by 1.4%
                                      .tand 4.0%. respectively Consequently; at this stage, the percentages of each species had changed
                                                          '          tt                                                 ''significantiy from the egg･ stage (P<O.OOI). ' '
Atpeak in larvat abundance
                           ',When the number of larvae peaked in abundance, there was a total of i84 larvae (100%)
                                             '(Fig.2-19c). At this stage, the percentage ofHL awyridis, C. s. brucld and R 1'aponica larvae was
63.096 (N=116), 25.0% (N46) and 12.0% (N==22), respectively 'Ihe percentage of jEL (vryridis
increased by 25% compared to the hatchling larval stage, and that of C. s. brucld and R J-aponica
decreased by 18.9% and 6.1%, respectively. ConsequentlM percentages of each species at this
                             'stage had changed significantiy from that at the hatchling larval stage (P < O.OOOi).
 '        'Adu it stage ,          .g                 'Four adults emerged; al1 of them were IL aryridis (Fig. 2-19d). Although percentages of each
species at this stage did not differ significantiy from that at the peak in larvai al)undance (P >
O.05), ne larvae of C. s. brucki or R 1-aponica became adult. The guild stmcture changed
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significantly duimg the course of the development of the ladybirds (P < O.05). H axJij'z'dis
dominated the guild, and the other two species became extinct.
( ijremigratihg larvae
A total of 72 larvae emigrated (Fig. 2-19e). Of these, the percentage made up each species was
62% (N=45), 37.5% (N=27) and O.O% (N==O) for HL aeqyridis, C s. brucld and R 1`aponica,
respectively. The percentage ofH aayridis increased by 23.1% compared to the composition at
the egg stage on the trees, apd the percentages of C. s brucki and R 7'aponica deereased by 1.0%
and 22.1%, respectively. ConsequelltiM the percentage of each Erpecies amongst the emigrating
larvae was significantly different from that at the egg stage on the trees (P < O.OOO1); offthe trees,
HL czxyn'cfis dominated and R Jmponica was al)sent.
(2) Guild structure in 1996
Egg stnge
In 1996, a total of4512 eggs (100%) were 1aid (Fig. 2-20a). Of these eggs, those ofH emIvridis
and C. s. brucld made up 48.0% (N==2 136) and 51.2% (N =2208), respectively; that is, they laid a
sim1ar number of eggs. Howeveg the percentage made up ofR J`aponica ggs was only O.8%
(N==37).
Hatch ling larval stage
'IThe eggs gave rise to a total of3001 larvae (100%) (Fig. 2-20b). Ofthese larvae, the percentages
that were H awyridis, C. s. brucld and R 1'aponica was 47.1% (N=1359), 52.0% (N=1499) and
O.8% (N==25), respectively. The percentage ofH axpm'dis deereased by 2.7% compared to the egg
stage, and that of C. s. brucki increased by 2.7%. 'Ihe percentage ofR japonica did not differ
from that at the egg stage. ConsequentlM the percentages of each species at this stage had
changed significantly compared to that at the egg stage (P < O.05).
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Atpeak in larval abundance
When the total number oflarvae peaked. there were 368 larvae (100.0%) (Fig. 2-20c). Ofthese
larvae, those of EL ax[yridis and C. s. brucld made up 42.1% (N =155) and 57.9% (N==213),
respectively. No larvae of R J'aponica reached this stage. The percentage composition of H
awyridis decreased by 3.2% compared to the previous stage, and that of C. s. brucld increased by
4.0%. However, the petcentage composition of each species did not diffk r significantly from that
at the hatchling larval stage (P>O.05). ,
Adult stage
A total of 19 adults (100.0%) emerged (Fig. 2-20d). Ofthese adults, the percentages made up of
H aryridis and C s. brucld were 52.6% (N=10) and 47.4% (N=9), respectively. The percentage
composition at this stage did not differ significantly from that at the peak in larval abundance and
the eggs stage (P > O.05). That is. the guild structure did not change significantly from egg to
adult.
oj emigrating tarvae
A total of656 larvae (100.0%) ernigrated (Fig. 2-20e). Ofthese larvae, the percentage made up of
                                                              ''each species differed significantly (P < O.05), it was 44.1% (N=289), 55.9% (N=367) and O.O%
                    '
(N==O), respectivelM fbr HL awyridis, C. s. brucld and R J'aponica. The percentage composition of
H. aryridis decreased by 3.9% compared to the egg stage on the tree, and that ofC s. brucld
increased by 4.7%. No R J'aponica larvae were observed emigraimg. ConsequentlM the
percentage composition ofeach species changed significantly from that at the egg stage on the
tree (P < O.O1); the guild suucture was co-dominated by H apm'dis and C. s. brucld.
2-3-4 Cannibalism and intra--guild predation oflarvae
The different stages eaten by larvae, and their frequency ofoccurrence in each species in the two
years are given in figure 2-21. Eggs were the most frequently observed conspecific prey for all
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species of larvae. In H aryridis and R ]`aponica, most egg cannibalism was by young larvae,
especially the fust instar. Egg cannibalism in C s. brucld was observed oniy once, and involved a
third instar larva. Larval (3'd instar) or pupal camibalism were recQrded only jii HL aryrtdis,
where the cannibal was a founh instar larva in both cases.
    The intra- or extra-guild prey, other than aphids and conspecific preM consumed by ladybird
                                                                 ' 'larvae, and the frequency they were observed eating these prey items in the two years are given in
                          '                                     '
Figure 2-22. 1:he number of such prey eaten by each of the ladybirds varied. H axyridis was the
most voracious, and was observed eating insects other than aphids on 28 occasions, made up of
eight species, including two extra-guild species. The highest frequency ofpredation was recorded
                                          'fbr the foumh instar larvae, but all instars indulged in intra-guild predation. Of the eight prey
     '
species, R japonica was most frequently eaten by H czxyridis, although very few were present in
            '
1996. in C. s. brucki, intra-guild predation was observed twice, in the third instar. ln R 1'ap nica,
       '                                                                     ' 'neither intra- or extra-guild predation were observed.
2-4 DISCUSSION
(1) Mortality ofaggs
As causes ofmortality dumbig the egg stage, both siblmg cannibalism (e.g., Dixon. 1959; Kewvai,
1982; Kawauchi, 1985; Osaweg 1989) and non-sibling cannibalism (e.g., Banks, 1955; Mills,
1982; Osaw& 1989) have been reported. in the present studM other than these canses ofmortality}
eggs also disappeared or were destroyed. The incidence ofthese three causes ofmortality varied
in ime and between species. ln the first part ofthe discussioq the factors that afirect these causes
ofmortaiity) and the consequcmces for guild structure during the egg stage, are cgnsidered.
Sib cannibalism
                            'Sibling cannibalism is a consequence of asynchronized hatchng and to presence of infertile
                                                       '
eggs (Osaw4 1989). in gelleral, the incidence of sib cannibalism was more marlced early in
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oviposition, when temperature was relatively low. In some ladYbirds, each cluster of eggs
contains both fbst and slow developing individuals (Section 4). In addition, the incidence of sib
cannibalism is correlated with the delay between the hatching of the fust and the 1ast eggs in a
cluster (Kaddou, 1960). Therefore, it is suggested that at low temperature there are large
differences in duration of development of the eggs in a cluster, and as a consequence the
incidence of sib camiibalism is 1ikely to be high.
                                                        '
    The incidence of sib camiibalism ditifered between the three species ofla(lybirds, which also
differed in the size of the clusters of eggs they produced. However, there is no correlation
between the incidence of sib cannibalism and cluster size (Kaddou, 1960; Dixon & Guo, 1993).
The diffeTence in the incidence of sib-caimibalism is 1ikely to be due to the male-ki11er disease,
which is known to vary in incidence between populations both within and between species
            tt(Majerus & Hurst, 1997).
    In general, egg mortality due to sib cannibalism was relatively low compared to the other
two causes ofmortality; and difference in incidence in sib cannibalism between species was small.
Therefbre, the effect this knd ofmortality has in changing guild stmcture during the egg stage is
                  .t
1ikely to be less important. than the other two causes ofmortality.
                              'Disuppearance or destrudion
Takahashi (1995) reported that C s. brucki occasionally lays eggs on dried leaves and stones on
the ground where it is relatively warm in early spimg. In the present study) eaily in the
oviposition period when teniperature was relatively low eggs were occasionally found inside
dried remains of flowers from the previous yearz The remains ofthe fiowers were located at the
tips ofthe branches, and therefore the inside ofthese flowers could be wamier due to the heating
effect of the sim. Howeveg as the remains of the flowers are only weakly attached to branches
they are easily dislodged by wind. in addition, even eggs 1aid on leaves, are more likely to
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disappear or be destroyed if the duration of the egg stage is prolonged. in the present study} egg
mortality due to disappearance or destmction was higher in 1995, when temperature was
relatively low) thaii in 1996, when temperature was relatively high. As high winds increase this
cause of mortality) factors that increase the duration of incubation are also 1ikely to increase the
frequency ofthis kind ofmortality. in both years, the incidence ofthis form ofegg mortality was
higher in C s. brucld than ill H acyridis and R J'aponica. 'IThat is, C. s. brucld is more adversely
affected by this form ofmortality than the other species. Howeveq overali survival ofC. s. brucld
eggs tended to be higher than that of the other two species. Therefore, this is unlikely to be an
                           'important mortality factor determining guild structure during the egg stage.
                                                        t/
IVOn-sib cannthalism or L G R
Non-sib egg cannibalism in C. s. brucld is rare if the larvae are provided with an abundance of
aphids (Takahashi, 1987), howeveg Hl awyridis Iarvae prefer their own eggs to aphids (Kawai,
1978). In the present study) this fbrm ofcannibalism was frequently observed in HL axlyridis and R
1'aponica, but rarely in C s. brucla. Therefbre, it appears that the larvae ofboth HL ayidis and R
]oponica are more cannibaiistic than those of C. s. brucki. The larvae of Il aayridis are
polyphagous (Hodek & Honek, 1988). in the present studM intra-and extra guild predation by
larvae ofHL ayridis was frequentiy observect but rarely for larvae ofC. s. brucld and R japonica.
That is, larvae ofboth C. g. brucld and R J'aponica appear to be less polyphagous than those ofH
aayridis.
    Agaiwala & Dixon (1992) showed that the eggs of some species ofladybirds appear to be
more protected chemically from predadon than those ofother species. 'Ihe eggs ofll ailyridis are
well protected from predation. The eggs ofH aryridis appear to be highly toxic for C. s. brackr
(Sectioll 3). ln addition, no larvae ofR ]'aponica were observed eahng eggs ofHL (xxlyridis in the
present stiidy. Therefore, it is likely that the eggs ofHL aryndis are chemically protected from
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predation by the larvae ofboth these species. 'Ihat is, although H aryridis 1aid most of its eggs
late on in the development ofthe aphid population mortality was mainly dne to sib cannibalism,
or they disappeared or were destroyea and non-sib cannibalism, than to I. G. P. by larvae ofthe
                                         '                                                                                 'other two species.
    in C. s. brucld, when the oviposition period was relatively long (1995) a high incidence of
egg mortality dne to non-sib cannibalisrn or I. G. R were recorded. "Ihe presence of a density
dependent species-specific oviposition-deterring pheromone, prodnced by conspecific larvae,
causes ladybirds to cease laying eggs (Dixon 2000). ln 1995, the abundance ofC. s. brucld larvae
was relatively low. Therefore, it is assumed that the deterrent effect ofthe conspecific larvae was
weak, and resulted in ovipositiofi endmg later. in contrasg the abundance of C. s. brucld larvae
was relatively high in 1996, and the assumed deterrerit effect of conspecific larvae relatively
strong, which resulted in an early end to oviposition. ConsequentlM in this yeary oviposition
ceased before the increase in H aayrldis larvae, and as a consequence there was a low incidence
ofI. G. P. by H ax[yridis larvae. As R japonica is not regarded as a polyphagous species, and C. s.
bnucld is regarded as less carmibalistic than H awyridis, i.e. the eggs of C. s. brncla as well as
suffering from sib cannibalism, disappearanceldestruction are also likely to sufi7er from I. G. P. by
larvae ofH (vcyridis. In general, as C s. brucin tended to lay more of its eggs early in the
oviposition period than either ofthe other two species, the incidence ofI. G. P. it suffers is likely
to be low. ConsequentiM the deerease in abundance of this species during the egg stage was the
smallest ofthe three species in this ladybird guild.
                                            '
    The eggs ofR ]'aponica were.frequently eaten by the larvae ofH aryridis and conspecific
laivae, but not by C. s. brucki. rlhat is, the egg mortality in R japonica in addition to that due to
sib camibalism and disappearance/destmction is 1ikely to be from both non-sib cannibalism and I.
G. P. by larvae ofIL acyridis. ln addition. as their oviposition period continued after conspecific
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and H acyridis larvae peaked in ahundance, the incidence of egg predation in this speeies was
higher than in the other two species. Consequently, the decrease in abundance of this species
during the egg stage was the 1argest for the three species.
    rlhe incidence of non-sib egg cannibalism in the middle and 1ater part of the oviposition
period is mainly due to the high density of conspecific larvae relative to that of aphids (Osawa
1992), and the 1arge size and mobility of the larvae at that tme (Dixon, 2000). in the present
studM when the survival ofH czryridis larvae was low and aphids abundant (1996), egg mortality
due to non-sib cannibalism or I. G. P. was low for al1 species compared to 1995, when there was a
good survival ofH ax[yridis larvae and aphid ahundance was low. 'IIherefore, in al1 species, egg
mortality due to factors other'than sib cannibalism. or disappearance/destruction was affected by
the relative ai)undance of H a)cyridis larvae during the oviposition period. ln addition, the
incidence of egg mortality due to non-sib cannibalism or I. G. P. was inversely related to species
survival. Therefore, tihis fbrm of egg mortality is likely to be the most edective factor chaiiging
the stmcture ofmis ladybird guild during the egg stage, and the relative al)undance ofH aryridis
larvae is 1ikely to be the key factor determining the incidence ofthis mortality.
(2) Factors determining the decrease in larval abundance
I. G. P. is often reported in insects, and prey abundance appears to be an important factor
deterrnining its frequencM and is thought to be an important force stmcturing insect coirmunities
(Polis et ai, 1989; Dong & Polis, 1992). in the present study) the structme of a ladybird guild
changed markedly during the larval perioq when al1 species occurred simultaneously (l995), but
less so when their occurrence is not well synchronized (1996). That is, the frequency ofI. G. P.
diffk:red in the two years. in this part of the discussion, the effect of cannibalism, I. G. P. and
emigration, on changes in guild stmcture are considered.
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(]cznnibalism andL G R
                                        'As al1 stages ofladybirds contain similar concentrations ofalkaloids (Pasteels et al., 1973), it can
                                                        '
be assurned that larvae ofH aryridis are also protected chemically form predation by larvae of C.
s. bmtcld and R ]'aponica. That is, as in the egg stage, it is suggested that the mortality ofHL
aayridis iarvae is more 1ikely to be due to camiibalism than I. G. P., and that oflarvae ofC s.
brucld and R 1'aponica to both caimibalism and I. G. P.. in general, the larger predator is 1ikely to
be the intra･-guild predatoag and the smaller the extra-guild prey (Sengonca & Frings. 1985; Lucas
et al., 1998; Phoofolo & Obrycki, 1998; Hindayana et al., 2001). All stages of C. s. brueld are
similar in size to those ofH awyridis, and al1 stages ofthese two species are larger than those ofR
]'aponica. rlherefbre, in this ladybird guila R ]'aponica larvae aire more 1ikely to be the intra-guild
                             '    '
prey ofHL asyridis larvae than are C. s. brucld larvae. ln addition, the morphology oflL axlyridis
larvae differs from that of C. s. brucld; their spiny back and 1arge anal disc enable thern to defend
themselves against predators, and their 1arge mandibles make it easier for them to catch
intra-guild prey. Therefore, although these two species of ladybirds are similar in size, C. s.
hracld larvae are an easier prey for H aryridis than are conspecific larvae.
    In 1995, although aphid al)undance was relatively lovvl the percentage survival ofH aryridis
larvae was high. In this year, there was more R J'aponica larvae than in 1996. in additioq as al1
the species were developing sirnultaneously and each consisted ofseveral stages oflarvae, both
young and/or smal1 C. s. brucld larvae were available as intra-guild prey for the older andlor
1arger H aayridis larvae. That is, in this yeai; although prey abundance was low fer larvae of
both C. s. brucld and R 1'aponica, the al)undance of intra-guild prcy for the larvae ofIL aayridis
was high. ConsequentlM the frequency of asyimnetric I. G. P. of larvae of C s. brucki and R
]'oponica by larvae ofll aryridis increased, and H aJi[yridis dominated the ladybird guild on the
trees in 1995.
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   In contrast, in 1996, although aphid abundance was relatively high, the survival ofH aryridis
larvae was lower than in 1995. in this yeary there were also mitially no R 1'aponica larva  th t
could be exploited as intra-guild prey by H awyridis. in addition, the early occurrence of C. s.
brucld resulted in them being more advanced developmentally than the 1[l aayridis larvae.
'IIherefore, there were very few smal1 larvae of C. s brucld that could be exploited as intra-guild
                 '              'prey by H axyridis laivae. That is, in this years prey abundance includmg intra-guild prey for H
 '
cvvyridis larvae was low. In addition, as most C s. brztcld larvae occurred earlier than those ofH
aryridis, they monopolized the aphids before the jEL aayridis larvae increased in size and
abundance. ConsequentlM the survival and development of C. s brucld was improveq whereas
that ofH aryridis larvae was depressed, and both species were equally dominant on the trees in
1996. However, only a smal1 number oflarvae completed their development on the trees in both
years. As a relatively 1arge number of emigrants were observed in both years. it is necessary to
know the fate of these larvae, in order to better understand the changes in guild stmcture in
ladybirds.
Emigration
Emigration is dependent on prey al)undance (Yasuda & Shinya, 1997), and the leaving rate diffl rs
between species (Schellhom & Andowi 1999). In the present studM C. s. bruckr ernigrated earlier
than H. aryridis, and emigration in both species occurred after the aphid declined in al)undance.
In addition, in both species, young larvae emigrated earlier than older larvae. As there were no
trees or plants with high numbers of aphids at the study site at the time of emigration, survival of
emigrants is likely to be low. However, 20% ofthe larvae pupated after feedmg for one day after
moulting to the fbumh instar (Personal observadon). Therefbre, it is 1ikely that some of the
emigrants completed their development, and the probability increased with the matmty of
emigrants. in some species ofladybird, it is reported that 90% of the larvae leave a host plant
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prior to pupation (Lucas et ai., 2000), and the leaving rate differs between species (Schellhorn &
Andovvi 2000). in addition, Osawa (1992) showed that the fourth instar larvac that prior to
pupation rnoved fimhest away from an aphid colony) were the most likely to survive. [[hat is, it is
suggested that emigration not only enal)les them to search fbr prey on another host plant, but also
enal)led them to avoid cannibalism or I. G. P.. Therefbre, the percentage oflarvae that emigrate
-should be lower in species A that is eaten frequently by other species than in species B that is
eaten rarely In the present studM when the ladybirds occurred simultaneously (1995) the
percentage oflarvae ofH a)cyridis that emigr'ated was higher than ofC. s. brucin. in addition, the
emigrants ofEL axJ7ridis were more mature than those of C. s. brucke. Therefore, the 1ikelihood of
the emigrants surviving was probably higher in H czxyridis than in C s. bracld.
    When C. s. bnucki occurred and developed earlier than H cayridis (1996), the percentage of
larvae ofC s. bracld that emigrated was higher than ofH aryridis. ln this yeai; more C. s. bnucld
emigrated than ,H aryridis. Therefore, although, the maturity ofthe emigrants was similar in both
species, more emigrants ofC. s. brucld were 1ikely to survive than HL aayridis. In both years, no
emigrants ofR 1mponica were observed; frequency of the larvae of this species being eaten was
likely to be highest in this ladybird guild. Overal1, the hypothesis that the species that are most
                                'vulnerable should show the highest incidence of emigration is not supported by the above,
especially in the case ofR J'aponica.
    That is, when the frequency ofI. G. P. by ll acyricfis larvae appears to be high the structure
ofthe ladybird guild changed markedly. Iherefore I. G. P. by H aryridis larvae is 1ikely to be an
important force stmcturing this ladybird guild. However, in this section, although I. G. R and
emigration are assumed to be important factors causing the decrease in larval al)undance, actual
losses due to these factors are poorly understood. Therefore, in Section 3, the effects ofI. G. P.
and emigration on laival survival are studied further.
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           '                                                                /In both the egg and larval stages, i.e., during the whole development, I. G. P is likely to be an
important fbrce stmcturing ladybird guilds, and the occurrence oflarvae in time and the tirning of
oviposition appear to be key factors in the survival ofla(lybirds. in this part ofthe discussion, the
occunence ofR J'ap nica and the tirning of oviposition by C. s. brucki in the two years were
                              'discussed. ' '                        '    t.                    '
    In several species ofladybirds that have overlapping hEibitat preferences, the smaller species
appear to be better protected against predation by larger species (Agarwala & Dixon, 1992;
                        ''Agarwala et al., 1998; Hemptinne et al., 2000). If generally tiue then it may imply that the main
                                   '                 'habitat of R J'aponica is diffk)rent from that of Hl aayridis, as they were the most frequent
                                                   '                 ''
intra-guild prey ofIl axyndis in the present study. In fact, several studies stiow that R 1'aponica
                                                                      'is abundant in field crops (e.g., Kawauchi, 1990). Aphids occur fust on trees, and then on field
                                                                         '
crops. Occurrence ofaphids is strongly alifected by temperature and precipitation (Moritsu, 1954;
Nozato & Abe, 1988), and increase in aphid depsity is positiveiy affected by increase in
temperature (Powell & Parry, 1976). Therefbre, it is suggested that aphid development in the
main habitat ofR 7'aponica was delayed in 1995, when temperature was relatively low. This delay
in the development of their preferred aphid prey may have made the aphids on trees more
attractive to R J'aponica, which is not its main hal)itat. Takaliashi (1995) reported that high
temperatures induce oviposition in C. s. brucld even when aphid abundance is low. Therefore,
              'low temperatures eaily in the oviposition period (1995) may have delayed oviposition by C. s.
                                        '
brucki. ConsequentlM although, the occurrence and oviposition period of ff czxlyridis did not
           '             '
differ in the two years, its survival was affected by the occurrence ofR 1'aponica an the timing
ofoviposition ofC. s. brucld.
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          SECTION 3
IS IIA-RAtlOIVL4 AXYRj[Drs A TOP PREDATOR?
3-1 INTRODUCTION
Larvae ofll aopds are polyphagous (Hodek & Honeic, 1988). Several authors report t2iat the
larvae oflL czxjyridis feed on and complete their developmertt on other species ofladYbird (e.g.
Cotrell and Yeargan, 1998; Pboofolo & OIMycki, 1998; Yasuda & Ohnuma. 2000). in the fiela
larvac ofH a pmdis appeared to be more polyphagous and voracious than those ofthe other two
species, C. s. brztcki and R J'aponica, and dominated the IadYbird guild in 1995 (Section 2).
'Iherefore, it is siJggested that asymnienic I. G. P by H tzpmdis may result in it domjiiating
IadYbird guilds. i.e., it is a top predator. in general. the incidence of caimibalism or I. G. R by
larvae is affected by the relative abundance of larvae to prey (Takahashi; 1987; Agarwala &
Dixon, 1991, 1992; Yasuda & Shinya 1997). However, the rates at which 1arvae leave plarits
differs between species (Schellhom & Andovv) 1998). in addition, the tendency of Iarvac to
disperse when prey is scarce may fumber reduce the probal)ility of ericountering con- and
heterospecific larvae on a plant (Winder, 1990). Ihat is. in the fiela the tenderwy of C. s. brttcld
larvae to emigrate early (Section 2) is lilcely to reduce the probability ofit encountering the "top
predator", Il exjyritlis, and so dec[ease its mortality dne to L G. R. lherefdfe, fhr a better
understanding of the affect of I. G. R on the strugture of ladybird guilds, it is necessary to
determine the relationship between larval eniigration and survival.
   Several studies show that H ax[yridis occmrs reladvely late co!mpared to C. s. bracld
(Takahaslii. 1987; Yastida & Shinya 1997), with the oviposition peak ofH czpmdis occuiring
wheri aphid ahundance is relatiyely high (Section 2). As hatchling larvac haye Iimited p<rwers of
dispersal. it is suggested that laying eggs when aphids are abundant is adyantageous as it
improves the survival of tlie hatchling larvac. However, eggs and young Iarvae are vulnerable to
predation by larger predators (Sengonca & Frings. 1985; Lucas et aL, 1997, 1998; Pboofolo &
Obrycki, 1998; Hindayana et al., 2001), and any delay in oviposition is likely to result in a high
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incidence of egg or larval predation by the spec ies of ladybirds that oviposit firsts as thcy are
likely to be more advanced developmerrtally "]lierefore. if,EL apmdis is adapted te oviposition
1ate in the deyelopment of an aPhid population. then. its eggs and larvac should be protected fram
I. G. R by species Iike, C. s. bTzteki. in some speeies ofIadybirds. species-specific alkaloids are
thouglit to protect thern against imraguld predators (e.g. Agafwala & Dixoll. 1998). TherefZ E[e, it
is suggested that H axJyridis is also likely to be pretec ted chernically against predation by C. s.
bntcki.
   in this section. the etlect of the presence of other species 6n the incidence of L G. R and
emigration is assessed by factorial experillients, using a combinati(m ofthree spec ies crfladYbird;
LL ax)?ricbs, C s bruckr and R J'aponica. ln addjti(m. tl}e toxicity ofthe two co-occtmng specics
ofIadYbirq E[ ewidis and C s. brucki to one aiiother (Section'2). is also detenniiied
3-2 MATERI,M,S AND MEIHODS
<1) Ladybird larval sillvival in, and emigration from mixed species populations fbeding en
aphids on trees
The effect of other species of ladYbird on Iarval survival and eniigration was studied in a
greerineuse. ¥bung trees ofHibisezas syTiactts, 70 cm in heighg were planted singly in fiowerpots
(20 cm in depth×24 cm in diameter) and each fu(ed to a steel stake, 60 am in length. Tb trap
larvac that dropped fimm each tree arectaiigular tray (10 grn in depth × 40 ern in width X 70 crm in
1engh) fil1ed with water was placed under each flowerpot. Tb trap ernigrating Iarvae the inside of
the tm ofthe flovverpots was sprayed with a sticky rnaterial.
   Each tree was infested with cotton aphids, A. gassypii on several occasions. This was done
by placing leaMes infested with the aphid on the trees. Tlie c xperiment was started when the
number of aphids on each tree reached seven hundred There were two treatments: single and
rnixed species, using a combination of species. Nine larvae ofone ofthree species, IL pmdis. C
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s. brzteki and R ]'aponiea. or three larvae each of tlie three speeies were placed cm a tree in th.e
single and rnixed $pecies treatnients, respectively That is, the total number efla[vae pm tree was
the sanie in both treatmertts. 'Ilie iiumber oflarvae on each tree and their dovelopinental stages
were noted daily. The developmental stage of the larvae that ernigrated or became trapped was
noted, and then they were removed. Whell a larva is eaten the anterior parts of its body such as
the head and prothorax are left. These larval remains were identified to species and
developmental stage. 'lhe number of aphids on the trees was also noted dajly. Second instar
larvae that were kept singly and starved for less than 12 hours after moulting, were used to
initiate all expetmeirts. Single species Fpopulations of,EL aryricfis and R ]'aponica were replicated
4 times, al1 other pGpulations were replicated 5 tirnes. [[he expeiiments were conimued unti1 all
the 1arvae completed thejr development, were eaten or emigrated.
(2) Ibxicity of eggs
Male and fernale pairs of fieid collected adults of two species of IadYbira E cvryT7'dZs and C s.
                                                        'bracld, were kept in 9 cm diameter Petri disties, each containing a piece of corrugated filter paper.
                               '
Tliese ladYbirds wefe iiecl daily with an e"ccess of pea aphids. Aopthosiphon pisztm (Hatris). Aiiy
eggs thcy Iaid were rernoved and placecl in 9 ern diameter Petri dishes. and the Iarvac that hatched
from these eggs were transferred wiimi 24 hours of hatching indivi(h}ally to 2.5 X l.O cm plastic
mbes. The base of each tube had previously beert haif filled with Plaster of Paris, which was
moisteried daiiy with water. Tb facilitate ventilation there was a bole in the lid of each tube
covered with muslin. 'IIhe four treatments were; the Iarvae of both IL cztwdts and C s. brucke
were offered daiIy enher five oftheir own or the other species eggs. Each day the number of eggs
                          'eaten was noted and the eggs and egg-remains from the previous day were removed and replaced.
in order to obtain a more exact measurement of larval survival observations were made at
12-hour intervals, and continued uaul the larvac moulted to the second-instar or died AII
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experimerrts were cofiducted at 20 ℃ and a 16-hour phetoperioq and each treatment was
repticated twerEty imes.
3-3 RESUI rS
3-3-1 Population dyimunics oflarvae
(1) Survival
[[he percentages of Iarvae psesent wheri the aphids becarne extinct and the experirEiems ertded
were'conrpared between the three species of ladYbirds in the single and mixed spt"cies
populati.ons (Fig. 3--la).
                                             '     '   Ia the singie species pepulations, wh.en the aPhid became extinct the percentages of Iafvae
                   'preserit were g9.9% (NL 32), 20.096 (Nt =9) and 86.1% (N= 31), for IL cExlyridis, C. s. bracld and R
J'aponica. respectively Thc percentage for C. s. bnfeke was 1ess than one-fomh of that ihr the
other two speeies (P < O.05). the number of C s. brzicld laEvae terided to deerease more rapi.dly
thaii that of the etlier two speeies. At the chd of the rmerig 27.8% (N==10) ofR J"opnica
Iarvae camplered th.eir deveiepmeng whereas all Iarvae oftiie wher two spe( ies disal}peared (P <
                                           'O.05>. That is, in the sjfigle spec ies population, although the n}jmber ofboth Iarvae ofH ewdis
and R 1'aponiea terEded to dec [ease relatively slc")vly compared to those of C s. braeld, cmly P
1'aponica Iarvac survived to maturity.
    In the mixed species populadons, all the larvae ofH. apmdis were presem wh.ert th.e aphid
            'became eniiict whereas the perceritages of larvac of C. s. brucki and R J"aponiea pfesent at this
                                                   '                  '
time was 20.0% (N =3) aEd 40.0% (Nt 6), respe( tivefy (P < O.05XFig.3-!aj. "IIhe percentages of
                  '    'larvae pfesent at the erid of the errperimertt did not differ signficantly in the three speeies (P >
                              ''                           'O.05)(Fig.3-la). Howeyer, 20.096 of EL ct)ryTidts Iarvae fiiially completed their devei.opment.
                              '                               'whereas no larvae Qf C. s. brucki or R J"aponica surviyed to maturity
   Tb determine th.e effect of tlie presertce of other speeies on the survival of Iarvae. the
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percentages oflarvae present were compared between the single and mixed species populations
(Fig.3-lb). 'Ihe percentage oflarvae ofH aryn'dis suwiving at the end ofthe experiment differed
significantly (P < O.05); their survival was improved by the presence ofthe other two species. in
contrast, the geJrvival oflarvae ofR 1'aponica was decreased significantly in the mixed species
populations, their suivival worsened when the other two species were present. lnterestinglM the
percentage of C. s. bntcin larvae that suwived was the same in both single and mixed species
populations (P > O.05), their suwival was not improved or worsened by the presence ofthe other
  'two species, as none survived in either treatment.
                    '                                '(2) Factors that decreased survival
                         'The percentages oflarvae lost drte to predadon (Cannibalism or I. G. P.) and ernigratien, prior to
       '
the extinction ofthe aphict and at the end ofthe experiment were compared for the three species
ofladYbirds in single and mixed species populations.
                 '                                  '( 2znnthalism orL 6 R
                                     'ln the single species populations, predation accounted for one death, or 2.8% mortalitx of the
                                                                        '                'laivae of R 1'aponica prior to the extinction of aphids, but no deaths oflarvae of the other two
                                                   '
species (Fig. 3-2a). The percantages of larvae lost due to predation at the end of the experiments
was 25% (Nt9) and 13.9% (N=5) for H) aryridis and R 1'aponica, respectively; and was
significantly higher than that for C. s. brucld (P < O.05). There was no camibalism oflarvae ofC
s. brucke in this experiment.
    In the mixed species populations, there was predation and the percerrtage loss due te
predation differed in the turee species. The percentages iost dne to predation before the extinetion
                                           'of the aphid was 26.7% (N==4) fbr R 1"aponica, which is significantly greater than fbr the other
                                                       'two species, where it was O.O% (P < O.05) (Fig. 3-2a). 'Ihe percentage ofR J'aponica laivae lost
by this stage was 23.9%, significantly greater than that recorded in the single species populations
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(P < O.05), although the percentages for the other two species did not differ sighficaBtly in the
two types ofpopulations (,P > O.05) (Fig.3-2b).
    'IIhe percentage of larvae ofR 1`aponica lost due to predation prior to the end of the
 experimertt was 60.0% (N==9), which was significantiy greater than for the other two species,
where it did not exceed 2096 (Fig. 3-2a). ln addition, the percentage for R J'aponica inereased
                                                     ' significantly by 23.3% compared to that in the single species population (P < O.Q5), whereas the
                                                      '
percentages fer the other two species did not differ significantly in the two types ofpopulations
 (P > O.05) (Fig. 3-2b). TIhat is, in the mixed species populations, laivae of al1 the species were
                      ' subject to predation, but R 1'aponica larvae suffered the highest incidence ofpredation. Although
                               '
predation ofIarvae ofH apmdis and C. s. brucld oniy occurred after the aphid became extiiict,
that ofR 1'aponica larvae occurred throughout the experinient.
EmigratiOn
    '
 In the single species populadons. the percentage oflarvae that ernigrated prior to the extinetion of
 the aphid was 80.0% (N=36) for C. s. brucki, which was significaatly greater than for the other
 two species, where it was 20% (N=4) (P < O.05) (Fig.3-3a). The percentages that ernigrated prior
 to the end of the expetment was 75.0% (N=27), 100.0% (NstI5) and 80.8% (N==21), for H
 axiyndis, C s. brucki and R 1aponica, respectivelyL The percentage fbr C. s. brucki was
 significantly greater than that for the other two species (P < O.05).
     ln the mixed species populations, the percentage of larvae that en}igrated prior to the
i
 extinction of aphid was 80.0% (N=12) for C. s. brztcld, which was significantly greater than that
 fbr R ]mponica (30.3%, N=5) (P < O.05). No larvae of HL apmctis emigrated before the aphid
 became extinct (P < O.05). The percentages prior to the erid of experiments were 60.0% (N=9),
 93.3% (N= 14) and 40.0% (N==6). respectively. A greater percentage of laivae of C s. brucld
 enligrated than of the other two species (P < O.05). Overal1, the percentage of Iarvac that
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                            L
emigrated did not differ in the two types of populations, for each ofthe three speeies (P > O.05).
Larvae ofC. s. brucki tended to ernigrate earlier than those ofthe other two species in both single
and mixed species populations (Fig3-3b).
(3) Development
The percentages of larvae preserit at each developmental stage were compared in the single and
mixed species populadons.
    In the single species populations, the percentage of laivae present at the third instar was
100.0% (N=36), 97.8% (Nst4) and 100.096 (N=36), respectivelM for HL ax vridis, C. s. brucki
and R 1'aponica; and did llot diffl:r significantly in three species (P < O.05) (Eig.3-4a). The
                                               ''percentage of R 1'ap nica laxvae present at the foumh instar was 97.2% (N==35), which was
           '
significantly greater than in H aryridis and C. s. brncld, where it was 41.7% (N=15) and 15.6%
                                                           '(N==7), respectively (P < O.05). Survival ofC s. brucld was the Iowest of the three species (P <
O.05). [[len larvae (27.8%) ofR 1'aponica pupateq and all ofthese became adults. None ofthe HL
aryridis or C. s. brucki Iarvae pupated, which is significantly less than for R J'aponica (P < O.05).
    The proponions of larvae that developed to the next developmental stage in the mixed
species treatment is given in Figure 3-4b. 'Ihe percentages of larvae present at the third instar in
HL apmdis, ･C. s. brucld and R ]'aponica was 100% (N :15) and 80.0% (N= 12). 93.3% (N== 14),
respectively. The percentage oflarvae present at the fourth instar in C. s. brucld was 20.0% (N=3),
which is significantly lower than fbr the other two species, where it was ovci 65% (P < O.05).
"I:wenty percent ofthe larvae ofH aJtyridis pupateq whereas none of foumh-instar larvae ofthe
                                                                         '
other two speci.es survived to pupate, but because of the low numbers mis difference is not
significalltiy different.
  ' The percentages of larvae ofH a)ryndis that developed to the fourth instai; pupated and
became adnlts were sigriificantly greater in the mixed species treatment than in the single species
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treatment (P < O.05) (Fig.3-5a). [[he proponion of laivae of C. s. brucki that developed to the
third instar deereased sigrkificantiy when the other two species were present (P < O.05). Howeveq
in the following stages, their survival did net differ significantly in the two types ofpopulations
(P > O.05). For R 1mponica the proponion oflaivae that developed to the founh instai3 pupated
and became adnlt decreased significantly wheri the other two species were present (P < O.05);
none ofthe Iaivae survived beyond the fourth instar.
(4) Dominance
In both types ofpopulations, the percentage of the aphidophagous guild made up of each of the
three species, at each developmental stage, are given in Figure3-6. in both types ofpopulations,
the percentage of larvae of each species that reached the second and third instar did not differ
significantly (P > O.05). ln the single species populations, there were a total of 56 larvae at the
fomh instar stage (IOO%) (Fig.3-6a). Ofthese, the percentage that consisted ofP 7'aponica was
62.9% (N==35), and was sigriificantly greater than for the other two species, where it was less than
30% (P < O.05). Ten adults ernerged: al1 of thern were R 1`aponica. [that is, in the single species
                                                 '                                          'populations, oniy R 1'aponica reached the adult stage.
                                                        '    In the mixed species populations, wher} larvae had reached the fourth instar there were a
                            '
total of 25 laivae (100%) (Fig.3-6b). Of these, the percentage made up of ll apmdis and R
I'aponica laivae was 48.0% (N=12) and 40% (N=10), respectiveiM which was sigriificantly
                      'greater than the 12% (N==3) (P < O.05) made up ofC s. brucld larvae. That is, in both types of
populations, al1 C s. bruckr larvae disappeared by the fourth instar stage. Three adults emerged:
                                    ''al1 of them were HL a)g""idis. That is, as oniy H cvgo'idis reached the adttlt stage. the ladybird
guild was dominated by H awyridis in the mixed species populations.
                              '                                              '                                     '(5) Asyminetric predatien
Cannibalism occurred in the single species populations of HL aayridis and R 1'apomca. rlJhe
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 frequency ofcamibalisni and the age stmcture ofthe populations are given in Figure3-7. in total.
 for both populations, 14 individuals were lost dne to cannibalism. Ofthese, wheii the populadons
 consisted of a single developmental stage 3 individuals (21.e96) were eaten. whereas 11
 individuais (79.0%) were eaten when the populadon consisted of twro developmental stages.
 Camibalism occurred more frequently when there was more thall one developmental stage (P <
                      ' O.Ol), carmibals were foumh-instar larvae and the victims were either third-instar larvae or
                                                      '
 prepupae on every occaslen.
     In the mixed species populations, larval loss (tue to cannibalism or I. G. P was recorded for
                                                                            ' ' al1 species. The frequency ofthese losses and the species stmcture ofthe populations are given in
t.
                                  '                    ' Figure3-8. wnen the populations consisted of ail imee species, eight individnals (73.0%) were
                                                    '
 eaten. The victms were either larvae of C. s. brucld or R J'aponica; no laivae ofHL aryn'dis were
                                                                             ' eaten. Three individuals (27.0%) ofHL czpmdis were eaten by conspecific larvae after the other
                                                '' two species became extinct. 'IJhat is, cannibalism or I. G. ?. texided to occur more frequently when
 the population consisted ofmore than one species (P < O.05). in addition, no larvae of C s.
 brucki or R J-aponica ate larvae of,El aryricijs.
                                                                ' 3-3-2 Effects of egg cannibalism and predation on larval survlval and development
                                                                         '''' The consequence of earing each other's eggs differed beween the two species (Tal)le3-1). All ef
            '                               '
 the first instar larvae ofC s. brucld developed to the second instar after eating conspecific eggs,
 but none survived after eating soveral eggs ofH cvtyn'dis. On the other halla the suwival of iiirst
                                                        't instar larvae ofK a]Iyn'dis was not significantly adversely affected by eating eggs ofC.s. bracld,
                                                         '
 although three larvae died (P < O.05). Howeveq the duration ofthe first instar ofH; amp'7'dis was
 extended significantly when fed eggs ofC s. bnicld (P < O.05). lhe tetal number of eggs eaten
 was not significantly differeBt between treatments (P > O.05). Ofthe larvae fed the eggs ofthe
 other species, thi'ee ofH pmdis and twenty of C. s. bntckr died and ofthe larvae that died those
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of C. s. brucld survived for seven days oll average, significantiy ionger than the two days
recorded for H amp'i'dis (P < O.05). T:wo ofthe three larvae ofH) aryn'dis, which died during the
first instar, did not eat any eggs ofC. s. brucld, while al1 the larvae ofC s. brucki ate several eggs
ofK '(zryridis. rlhere was no significant difference in the number of heterospecific eggs eaten by
                                         '               '                              '
each ofthe species (P > O.05).
            '3-4 DISCUSSION -
  '
I. G. P. is thought to be an irnportant force stm(xuing predatory insect commmities (Polis et al.,
1989; Dong & Polis, 1992). irt section 2, it was concluded that I. G. P. by H axlyridis Erppears to
be a force stmcturing la(lybird guilds that include the two species, C. s. bTucki and R J'aponica. in
the present experiment. the incidence ofI. G. R inereased when the three species interacted with
             'each otheg and H a)ryridis dominated the ladYbird guild. ･When reared on its own under
                                                       .t
otherwise sirfiilar conditions, HL aryridis did not complete its developmerrt. 'Iherefore, it is
suggested that HL ayidis is an inter-guild predaton Larvae of HL a"Iyridis are polyphagous
(Hodek & HoneK 1988). in fact,.although HL aryridis fed on several intra-guild prey and
suwived, none of the prcy species could feed on H a)cyridis and suwive (e.g. Cotuell and
Yeargan, 1998; Phoofol6 & Obrycki, 1998; Yasuda & Ohnuma, 2000). in additiong the
morphology ofHL aixlyridis is also 1ikely to be irnportant in its role as a top predator. Lucas et al
(1998) report that lacewing larvae eat coccinellid larvae and suggest that the lacewillg's
                                                                    'sxperiority could be atnibuted to its greater aggressiveness or shape ofits mouthparts. "EL apmdis
larvae have relatively Iarge mandibles and an anal disl(, which may make thern more effe(xive
                                                         '
                              '                                   ''
    If H awyndis is a top predatog then it Should be proteeted from I. G. R in some wayi
especially as they are more exposed to I. G. R because they tend to oviposit Iater than the other
species. H awyn'dis and C. s. bnicld co-oecur in spring (Section2), and all stages of these two
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species are similar in size, but the two species differ in their periods of oviposition. C. s. brucld
                             'occurs (Takahashi, 1987) and lays its eggs (Yasuda & Slmya. 1997; Section 2) earlier than EL
aryridis. ConsequentlM the development ofHL czpmdis larvae is likely to lag behnd that of C s.
bntcld. Both eggs and young larvae are more vulnerable to cannibalism than are older 1arvae
(Agarwala & Dixon. 1992). ln additiog smal1 species are more vulrierable to I. G. P. than 1arge
species (Sengonca & Frings, 1985; Lucas et afl. 1997, 1998; Phoofolo & Obrycki, 1998;
Hindayana et al., 2001). "Iherefore, it is suggested the 1atter occurring species, H aayridis, would
               'appear to be more at risk ofpredation than C. s. brucki, which wi11 be reladvely more mature alld
         '                                '1arger than H (ayridis.
    In several species of ladYbirds, which have overlapping habitat preferertces. a better
chemical protection of the smaller species against predation by the 1arger species has been
reported (Agarwala & Dixog 1992; Agarwala et aL, 1998; Hemptinne et aL, 2000). TThat is. it is
suggested that a species-specific alkaloid is an impertant protection against predation by an
intra-guild predator. in the preseiit experinierit, the eggs of H `zryridis were more protected
against predation by first instar larvae of C. s. brucld, because oftheir toxicityl than vice versa.
rlherefore, the toxicity ofH aJryridis eggs is 1ikely to result in few oftheir eggs being eaten by C.
s. brucki larvae, which is what was observed in the field (Section 2). ln addition, as all stages of
                             'la(lybirds contain similar concerttrations of alkaloids (Pasteels et al., 1973), it can be assumed
          '
that the larvae ofH a]tyridis are also toxic to larvae of C. s. brucld. 'IIherefore, although H
cayridis starts oviposiimg after C s. brucin, the eggs and larvac ofH ax vridis are well protected
chemically from predation by larvae of C s. bnicld. "Ihese results may also indicate that IL
aryridis is a top predator in this ladybird guild. in the fielct H cpmdis oviposits later becanse it
                                                      'is a "top predator", i.e., to oviposit 1ater is adaptive ifyou can eat other species ofladybird.
                                                        '    C s. bracld is thought to be less cannibalistic and polyphagous than H apmdis (Sectioll 2).
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rlhat is, larvae of C s. brucld are not 1ikely to be intra-guild predators. Is C s. brucld an
intra-guild prey ofHL amp"idis ? in the present experiment, the eggs ofC s. brucld were not toxic
to the first instar iarvae ofHl aAI}o'idis. As al1 stages of1adybirds contain simi1ar conceritrations of
                        'alkaloids (Pasteels et aL, 1973), it can be assumed that al1 stages ofC. s. brucld are vuliieraj.). Ie to
                         ''                                                                      'predation by Il awyridis larvae. Yasuda & Ohnuma (2000) reported that fourth instar larvac ofH
aryridis fed on C. s. bracld laivae developed as well as those fed on aphids. 'lhat is, for H
exyridis, it is suggested that there is no penalty associated with eating C. s. brucld, and it is 1ikely
to be an mtra-gulld prey ofH aayridis. Howeveq in the mixed species experiment mortality of C
s. bnicld larvae due to cannibalism or I. G. R was low in general, the incidence ef cannibalism
increased after the aphid became extinct. Howeveg almost al1 of the C. s. bruckt larvae had
emigrated by that ime, irrespective of which of the other species were present. ConsequentlM
survival C s. bracld was not affected by the preserice ofH aayn'dis. As leaving plants when prey
become scarce may finther rednce the probal)Mty of encountering con- and hetero-spechic larvae
(Windeg 1990), their early einigration seems to reduce the incidence ofI. G. R of.C. s. brucld by
HL czxyridis. in addition, in the field, the early oviposition by C. s. brucld may also be an
important way of iuvoidmg I. G. P. by I)L aryridis. Although the eggs of C. s. brucld are not toxic
to H atyridis larvac, they hatch before those ofH cvqiridis. in addition, as 1arge species are less
vulnerai)le to predation than small species (e.g. Sengonca & Fimgs, 1985). it is suggested that the
early oviposition by C s. brucld'enables it to achieve an advanced stage of developmerrt, and
1arge body size, and thus reduce the likelihood ofbeing eaten by the latter hatclmg and smaller HL
awyridis larvae. Howeveg in the field, the oviposition period ef C s. bnickr relative to that ofHL
                         'aayridis varies from year to year (Section 2). When the oviposition periods of these two species
                                '
overlap the incidence ofI. G. R of C. s. brucld by EL aryridis is likely to increase. As a la(lybird
population is usually made up of individuals in different developmental stages, then when prey
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becomes scarce young larvae of C. s. brzicld are 1ikely to be eaten by mature larvae oflL cayridis.
That is, fbr C. s. bnicld, to avoid I. G. R by H ax[yridis it is advantageous for a s. brucld to lay
                                                                           ''                               ''as many eggs as possible before H a)ryridis staits egg iaying.
                                      '    R 1'oponica is a srnal1 species. which is more vulnerai)le to I. G. P. than the larger species
(e.g. Sengonca & Frings, 1985). :[herefore, it can be assumed that it is more vulnerable to I. G. P.
                                                   ''by IL asyridis than C s. brucld. However, small species are more protected chernically from
predation by 1arger species than are 1arge species (e.g. Agalwara & Dixon, 1992). Therefore, R
                                           '
1'aponica should be well protected chemically from predation by large species 1ike, ffL aryridis, if
                                                 '    t/their habitat preferenceS overlap. ln the field, R 1'aponica was the most frequentiy observed
intra--guild prey of HL axlyrictis (Section 2). in the mixed species experiment. survival of R
1'aponica worsened when the other species were present, while that ofH aryridis improved. in
                                           'addition, as almost all ofthe C. s. brucki laivae had ernigrated when the incidence ofl. G. R ofR
                                          '
J"aponica increased, this predation is most likely to be attributable to HL apmdis. Therefere, it is
                                                      '
1ikely P 1'aponica larvae are not well protected cheniically against predation by the 1arger species,
                                                   ''                             '                   'H awyridis. That is, the habitat preferences ofR 1'aponica and HL aryn"dis are 1ikely to differ. [[;vvo
                                     '          'small species ofladYbird in Europe, Acialia bipunctata andAdolia decempunctata, are more toxic
                                                               'to the larger CoccineUa septempunctata than vice versa (Agarwala & Dixon, 1992; Hemptinne et
                                                                         ''                                                 'al., 2000). However, Adalia bipunctata are not more toxic to the two large species in Japan; HL
         '
aayridis and C. s. brucld, than vice versa (Sato, ympublished). This may imply that the chemical
protection of a smal1 species against predation by a iarge species is urtlikely to occur when the
hal)itat prefererices ofthe two ladybirds. small and 1arge, differ.
     The reason why a species of ladYbird stays on or leaves a plant when its prey becomes
                                               'scarce is unknown. It is 1ikely that the two species have different habitat preferences and
                                                                                   '
associated behewiours. Although several field studies have reported H aryridis and C. s. bnucld
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co-occurring in the same habitat (Takahashi, 19g7; Yasuda & Shnya. 1997; Section 2), the
habitat preferences of these two species are 1ikely to differ. Osawa (1991) suggested that H
aayridis prefers simbs, while C. s. brucki prefu grassland. consequentlM where one species is
abuildant the other species is 1ikely to be scarce and vi･ce versa.
    Nthough Winder (1990) suggested that larvae leewing the plairts are vulnerable to predation
by ground predators such as carabid beetles, the risk associated with emigration may differ in the
two habitats, simb and grassland. ln shrabby habitats, the size ofthe plants is generally 1arger
than in grassland and the between piant distance greater in simbby habitats than in grassland.
1lhe greater the distance between plants the greater the risk ofpredation by ground beetle during
emigration. in addition, in a simbby hahitat, as no plants were heavily infested with aphids when
ladybird larvae ernigrated (Yasuda & Shnya, 1997), emigrants,are less likely to fud other aphid
                          '              'colonies. Tb disperse when prey is scarce may fumher reduce the probal)ility of encountering con-
                                                                      '
and heterospecific Iarvae (Windeg 1990). AccordmglM the incidence ofcarmibalism or I. G. P of
                                           'H asyridis, which tend to stay rather than disperse when aphids are scarce, are likely to increase,
                                                     '                               '                                    'as was observed in the present experiments. Howeveq larvae ofH: acyridis can complete their
                                              '
development before emigrating, as they are well protected from I. G. P. and used other species of
       'ladYbird as a food resource as well as aphids. 'lhat is, when plants are widely spaced it may be
                                              '                          '
advantageous for larvae ofpolyphagous and chemically protected species 1ike H apmdis to stay
on the plants ifthey are not alrea(ly mature.
    C. s. bnicld can mature ifthey occur early in the development of aii aphid colony. Howevery
the early occurrence of C. s. brucin in spring depends on their ernerging from hibernation early
compared to IL awyridis (Takahashi. 1995). Therefore, after both HL asyridis aiid C. s. brucld
emerge from hibernation, i.e. in spring, the shmbby habitat is unlikely to be suital)le for C. s.
bnicld, as it cannot lay eggs earlier thaii HL aayridis, which is important for their survival.
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    In grassland, plant size is relat ively small; and aphid numberlplant is also 1ikely to be small.
'IJherefbre, Iarvae may occasionally need to migrate to other plants in order to complete their
development. Howeveg as U axlyndis tend to stay longer on plants, the numbers oftheir larvae
are likely to decrease due to cannibalism. That is, grassiand is not 1ikely to be a suitahle hahitat
for IL ax yridis. in fact, the displacement of C. septempunctata, which is a sub species of C. s.
brucld, by H aryridis in United States is reported on apple trees (Brown & Milleg 1998), i.e., in
a shmbby habitat, and in a semi boreal habitat (LaMana & Milleg 1996). in contrast to HL
cvtyridis larvae, those ofC. s. brucld tend to emigrate soon after aphids become extinct; therefore,
their loss due to cannibalism is 1ikely to be lowl which may result in a high pupal reeruitment of
C s. brucki in grassland. In fact, Evans (2000) reported that the mtrodnced species, C.
septempunctata, inereased rapidly in abuiidance in alfa1fa fields in the United States He also
revealed a 1arge variance in body size in this species compared to native species. Therefore,
although early emigration may be advantageous fbr avoidmg cannibalism or I. G. R, the low
frequency of cannibalism in C. s. brucld may result in low availability of aphid prey for fbunh
instar larvae, which affects their a(tult body size (Yasuda & Dixon. 2000).
    AIthough the habitat prefetences ofR Japomca are poorly understood. several studies imply
that they are abimdant on field erops (e.g. Sakuratani, 1977; Kawauchi, 1990). in single species
populations, only this species completed their development. Tliat is, it is suggested that 700
aphids/9 second instar larvae, which was ofEl:red in the present experimellts, were not enough for
the 1arger two species, H aayridis and C s. brucld, to complete their development. Yasuda &
Dixon (2000) reported that 1arge sized aCIults ofAdoIia bipunctata require a reiatively higher
density of aphid fbr maimg than small sized adults, and smal1 sized females of this species are
more fecund than 1arge sized female when aphid al)undance is low AccordinglM it is suggested
that the smal1 species, R J'aponica, can occur in a hal)itat where aphids are scarce and where the
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large species are unlikely to occur. la addition. their oviposition site is 1ikely to diffk:r fr(rm those
of the large species, H acyridis and C. s. brucld. Eggs ofR 1'aponica are more 1ikely to be 1aid
                                 'when aphid abundance is relatively low compared to the other two species (Sato, 1994). That is,
    '
P Japonica appears to prefer hahitats with a low abundance of erphids, which is llot suitahle for
survival ofthe large species. ,
F
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                SECTION 4
                              '                                      'EFFECT OF FOOD AYAII.ABILITY.ON TIE{E PE]RFORMANCE
                                 '                '     OF FAST･- AND SLOVV-DEVELOPING LARVAE
L
L
1
,
t
./
4-1 INTRODUC'llON
        'Many predatary 1adybirds eat aphids, the number of whicli change in tme and space (Kincllmann
 '                                                            ' '& Dixon. 1993; Yas[Kia & Shnya 1997; Dix(m. 1998; Osawa, 2000), and the tming ofladybird
                            '
oviposnion relative to the populadon dynamics of aphids affects the survival of their larvac
(Sec tion 2). if eggs are laid too late, then the aphids are 1ikely to dec rease in abimdmce befdre
                          '                            'the larvae cornplete their development. ConsequentlM the ineidmce of cannibalism or IGP. whiei}
                                             '                                                     /is an irnportant cause oflarval mortality (Section 3), inereases with decrease in prey abundance
                                                                ''and surviyal oflarvae is likely to be low. However. if eggs are 1aid too early then the populatien
              '
dertsity of tihe aphid is Iikely to be too low for t±te iiirst instar larvae of the ladybird to be able to
catch sufEicient aphids to survive as hatchling larvae have poor powers of dispersal (Dixon. 1959).
Therefore, to maximize the survival oftheir offspmhg la(lybird ,sbould lay a few eggs early in thc
development of an aphid patch (Dixoq 2000).
    However, the trends in aphid abundance can be changed by various factors, such as
                                                      '    tt              ttternperature and abundance or tirning of oviposition of ladybirds (Section2). For instance,
although egg laying by H aryridis in reladon to the peak in aphid al)undance occurred at a
 '                                                                 '     ' 'sirnilar time in the two years (199511996), aphids deereased in al)undance rapidly when C. s.
             '                                                              '        '         'brucld occumed and started feedmg earlier thaii LL aayridis (1996). ConsequentlM in 1996,
            '
survival ofH awyndis larvae was relatively low because ofthe low prey ahundance durtng their
larval development. ln the field, all the predators feedmg on aphids make up the aphidombagous
                                        '               'predator guild (e.g. Sala]ratani, 1977: Arakaki, 1992: Winder et al., 1994, Dixoq 1998), and the
peak in aphid abundance and its timing can be changed by these predators (Dixon, 2000).
[[herefore, although ther6 may be species-specific oviposition period for each species ofladybird,
the trends in aphid abundance afier ladYbird oviposition is 1ikely to vary. ConsequentlM fernales
                                      '              '
cannot be certain about the future availal)ility ofprey fbr their larvae. Can ladybirds cope with
                                                             '
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this uncertainty?
    in H axyridis, geaeticallM longer duration of developnient and slower growtli rate are
possibly connected to a smaller body size, and shorter dmelopment period and fbster growtli rate
to larger body size (Ueno, 1994). Prcy consumption is also 1ikely to vary and be negatively
associated with the duration of deyelopmerEt. Rodriguez-Saona & Mi[ler (1995) selected for fast
development in H4rpociamia convergens over several generations. The fbst developing larvae
consumed more aphids per unit time and cleveloped into larger adults than the more slowly
developing individuals. That is, if prcy consumption is detem]ined by the speed of developmeiig
theg slow developing lafvae are less likely to be affected by poor food ayailal)Mty compared to
                                                                  '
fast developing individuals.
     rlhe objectives ofthis secmion were to: (1) deterrnine the differences in food consumption of
foumh instar larvae from fast and slow doveloping strains ofthe two spot ladybirq A. bipmctata;
and (2) examine the effect ofthe availabthty of food on their development and survival.
4-2 rmTERIALS A)ID' MIETHODS
All experirnents described in this section, were done at 200C and a 16-hour photoperiod. Two
sizes of Petri dish were used; they were either 1arge or smal1, that is, 9 or 3 cmis in diameter,
respectively. Plastic tubes, 2.5 × 1.0 cm in size, were also used. The lids of these tubes were
pierced with a hole, which was covered with muslin to facilitate vendladon 'lhe lower half of
each mbe was iilled with Plaster of Paris, which was moistened daily wnh water during
experiments. ln additioq the Plaster ofParis reduced the capacity ofeach tube. [[hat is, ladybirds
                           'were al)le to fin.d aphids more easily and expenditure of energy searclmg for prey was minimized.
                                    '
'Ihe ladYbirds were weighed on a microbalance. 'lhey were weighed at least twice, and an
average ofthe weights recorded. Adult body weight was measured within 12 hours of emergence
from pupae and before they started feeding. After emergence from pupae adults were kept
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individually in small Petii dishes and sexed after thcy had hardened completelyL "Iib determiiie the
duration of each developmerital stage tliey were observed at 12-hour-intervals. in order to prevent
iiijury hatchling larvae were not handled until tliey were 24 hours old. Egg caimibalism by Iarvae
accelerates their development. Therefore, only larvac from clusters of eggs that did not
ekperi' ence egg cannibaiism were usecL '
(1) Ladybird cultures
A culture of the 1adYbird, Adolia bipztnctata, was started using adults collected on the campus of
the University of East Anglia in the spring. Several pairs.of adults were kept in each sandwich
                             'box. and fed daily an excess ofthe pea aphid, Aopthesiphumpisum. Ib fhcilitate ventilati(m the
                              '
centre of the lids of each sandwich box was cut out and replaced with rnuslm Corrugated paper
towel was placed in the bott(rm of each sandwich box and the underside of the lid lined with
tissue paper. "fo supply water a piece of folded aiid moistened tissge paper was placed in t2ic
corner of each box. Tlie cormgated paper towel and paper tissues were renewed daitM and
ctusters of eggs were collected. The sandwich boxes were cleaned daily. The clusters of eggs
were placed in the large Peni dishes. Hatchling Iarvac were fecl an excess of pea aphid dailM
when aphid remains and exereta from the previous day were also removed fo prevent prepupae
from being eateri by other larvae they were transferred to another 1arge Petri dish. ln addition.
                                                        'adults were occasionally collected from thc field during spring and ai}tunm. and added to the
ladybird culture in order to keep it gerteticaily diverse.
                  '
(2) Selection for fast or slovv deyelopment
                ttAs a preliminary experimeng t2ic general relationship between dmation of development and adult                                                                    '       ' 'body size was determined Clusters of eggs ohrained from the iadybird culture were kept in
1arge Petri clishes until egg hatch. Larvae vvere reared individually in plastic mbes on an excess of
pea aphids. Aphid rernains aiid excreta of the larvae were rcmoved daily. rllie tiines of hatchn$
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moultin$ pirpation. adult emergerice aiid adult body weight were noted There was a significant
negative relationship between duratien of development and adult bo(ly size in both sexes (P <
O.OOOI) (Fig. 4-1). ln addition. there was a significant reladonsl}ip between the time it tock to
develop from egg to start of the fourtli instar aiid the total duration of deyelopment in both sexes
in all generations (1' < O.OOO 1) (Fig. 4-2). That is, it is possible to idmtifiy fbst or slffw develeping
individnals at the end of the thrd instar. Therefore, the speed of deyelopment was identified
based on the tme that elapsed between ovtposition and inoulting to the fouith instar Clusters of
              '                               'eggs were obtained frQiii the ladybird cultures. Hatchling laiyae were fed an excess ofpea aphid
                               '                                  '                              'dailM and aphid rtms aiid exereta from the previous day were removed. Tliese larvae were
monitored every 12 hours, and when thcy moulted to the fourth instar they were rernoved and
       '                                          'kept individually. The time. of tiie moult to the fourth instar was noted. Those that dgvelqped
                                                          '     -. -J    '                           /.tfaster or slower than the average were categorized as fast or slow) re$pectiyelM and used in the
                         '                                        '                         ..foIlowing two expei iinens. ln total, 516 larvae were reared (Fig 4-3)  'IIhe ayerage of dmation
from oviposition to start of fbmh instar of these larvae was 12.6±O.1 days, and the frequertcy
                         'distrtbution ofthe duration skewed to right (Skewness == 1.92). .
(3) Prey censumption and growth
     'Tbtal number and rate of prey ccmsunied. and inerease in bocly weight dtmg tiie fourth instar of
fbst and slow developing larvac were assessedi This experiinent consistecl of observing pea aphid
consumption over a 24-bour period by fourth instar Iarvac ofthe fast and slow developing strains.
                                                                 'Larvae were selected at rai!dom from the fast aiid slow developing straii}s. Tliey were kept
                      '
individually in sniall tubes with art excess of aphids of differerit stages, which had previously
                        'been weighed. Each dish contained a broad bean lea£ which was kept turgid by a piece of
                                          ttmoistened sponge. After 24 hours, the weight of aphids in the container and that of the larvae
were measured. This was continued dndl the larvae pxpated. weights of pupae and adults and
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                        '                                   'theirsexwererecorded[tlptpt-alabis!s}g!}sgg}ptlg!!tal bid ttnwasthesumofthedailyaphidccmsumpticms
                                        '
dtmig the fourth instar. The time of the peak aptiid consumptiori diflrered for 1arvac of the fast
and slow strains, therefore, !I!g2slg}gl!Lql2t!lis!s}ggsu!Im!ls!!!d tr was the ayerage ofthe maxinium aphid
      '                              '    'consumptionsofeachindividual.mpt hid ct wasthetotalaphidconsumption
                                                '
divided by the dnradon of fbumb instar. lnerease in bod wei t was the fu}al body weight ofa
foumb instar larva tmus its mitial body weight. pmtat f od en nwas the inerease in body
weight frcnn the start to the end of the fouith instar divide(l by the duration of tlie fointh iiistar
                                                               ''Relative increase in bod wei t vvas the bodyvveight at the end of fburtli instar divided by the
                           '                                                          'body weight at the beginning ofthe fourth instar.
'(4) Effect of poor food supply omsurvival aiid developmept
                 ''Developmerrt and suwival of individuals of the fast and slow, developing strains when starved
were determined. 'Ihe fourth instar larvac were kept individually in small mbes. These larvae
                  'were supplied eitlier ope aptiid (Adults only) every two days (O.5 aphicls per day) or daily until
                     '            '
they died or developed into pupac. Larvac were weighed dailM and the swuiyal and ime to
         '                    '       'pupation and emergence of adults monitored at 12-bouf-inte yals. Serc was also neted.
                             '                       '
(1) Suwival
                    'Suwival of larvae when fed at difilerem rates is given ki Figufe 4-4. although, tliere was no
significant differences in the percentages of larvae that survived in the` two strains in the three
treatments (P > O.05), a greater percentage of larvae terided to survive in the fast strain tlian in
slow strain when fed an erccess of aphids daily ln addnion. although over 70% of the larvac
survived in the 1.0 and excess aphid treatnients, over 90% of the larvac died in the O.5 alihid
                               L  '    '                       '                                              'treatmerEt in b(mb suains. This differerice is significant (P < O.OO1). Therefore, the following thfee
                        'life history traits oflarvae, (2) Duration ef developmeng (3) Bodyvveight and (5) Grewth. are
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Nshown only for the 1 aphid and excess aphid treatrnents.
Duration ofsuna'val
                         '                    '               'Nthough alinost ad of the larvac died when fed O.5 aphidlday, the larvac of the fast developing
                                               '
strain tended to survive for a shorter period tl}aii those of the slow doveloping strain (Fig. 4-5).
On the 14th day, only 5% ofthe fbst developing strain still survived. which was signIicant2y less
than that of the slovv developing strain (P < O.OOOI). IA addition, there was,a signiicartt
difference in average dmation of survival ofthe two suains (Maim-Whitacy test; P < O.OO1). with
                              .tlarvae ofthe fast developiiig strain surviving foi 9.8±O.5 days, and those ofthe slow dmeloping
                                            'strain for 17.0±1.3 days - , '                                                         '
(2) Duration of development
Duration of the fourth instar was compared in tihe fast and slow doveloping strajiis (Fig 4-6a). In
the excess aphid treatment, dnration of the 4th instar of the fast developing strain was about 3.5
days for both sexes, respectively} which was about O.7 days sliorter than that of the slow
                                                            'developing stiain (Male and Fcmale: P < O.OOI). in the laptiid treatinenII there was also a
            '               'sigriificant diffetence in the duration ofthe 4th instar in the two strains for both sexes (P < O.OO1);
the difEiiienee inerease(! to abcfirt2days. '
(3) Bodyweight
                                'Larval weight on the fifsg sec(md. third, and final day of the fourth instar in the tbst aiid slow
                                                                ''                    'strains when fed laphid and an excess of aphids /day are giyen in Figure 4-7 and 4-8, r,espedwely.
          '       '
In both treatments, larval bo(lyweigh Qn"the first day difiered significantly (e.g. Male: P < O.OO 1.
Female: P < O.QO1 in the c xcess aphid treatinent), with the larvae ofthe fast strain over 1.2 tiines
hearrier than those of the slow suain in both serces and both treatments. in the excess aphid
                            'treatment, the fast developing larvae were heavier than the slow developers on the second, third
                                                  '
and final day of the fourt2i instar (Male: P < O.OOOI, O.OOOI and O.Ol, Female: P < O.OOI,
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arvae of the fast and slow strains wben
. O,OO1 and O.OOO1, respectively. NS no
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O.OOIand O.Ol on 2"d, 3rd and final days, respectively) (Fig. 4-7). However, the differerice
decreased frQm 30 % on day 1 to abont 10% on the fual day in both sexes. Coiisequently} adnit
body weight also differed significantly'in the two strakis for botii se"ces (Male and Fernale: P <
O.OO1) (Fig. 4-6b). ln the laphid treament, although male larvae of the fbst strain were heavier
than those of the slow doveloping suain on ･the secend and third day of the fourth instar (P <
O.OOOI and O.OOI on 2nd and 3rd days, respectively), there was no significant difference in female
larval weight on those days in the two strains (P > O.05) (Fig. 4-8). In botii sexes, larval weight
on the final day of the fourth instar did not differ significantly in the two strains (P > O.05).
ConsequeiitlM adult body weight ofboth sexes also did not differ signiiiicantly in the two strains
(Male and Fernale: P > O.05) (Fig. 4-6b).
(4) Food consumptioR ･
Aphid comsumption during the fourth instar by fast and slow developing strains, when fed an
excess of aphids claity is giyen in Figure 4-9. 'lhere was a significant difference in the ayerage'
aphid consumption of both sexes on the fust and second days in the two strains (Male: P < O.05,
O.OOOI, Fernale: P < O.Ol, O.OOOI on the day 1st and 2"d, respectively). Aphid consimiption by
male larvae ia botii stTains aiid fetnale larvae in the fast strain peaked on the second daM the fast
developing larvae consufiied 9.0 and 14.4 mg more aphids than the slow developing larvae, for
males and feniales, respectively Aphid consumption by slow develeping fetnale larvae pealred (m
the third daM and there was no signficant difference in the aphid consumpbon of two strains. fbr
both sexes. cm that day (Male: P > O.05, Fernale: P > O.O.5). Although fast-developing larvae
coirrpleted their feeding in four days, slow developers continued feeding undi day seven of the
fourtli instar
   Maxinium consumption of aphids difirered in the two stiains (ISdale and Female: P < O.OOOI)
(Tal)le 4-i), with the male and fernale fast developers consumjng 6.5 and 9.9 mg more aphids
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than the slow developers, respectively. There was a significant difference in the ayerage aphid
                                                       'consumption (Male: P < O.05, Fernale: P < O.ooOl), with t2ie male and fetnale fast develqpers
                       'consuming 3.2 and 6.4 mg more aphids than the slow developers, respectively. in terrns of total
aphid comsumption. there was no significant difference between the two stTains for males (P >
O.05), but the fetnales of the fast developing strain c(msumed 10.7mg more aphids than the slow
developers (P < O.05).
(5> Grcrwth
                                                 'Larval growh in the foillth instar when fed 1 aphid or an excess of aphids!day was coirrpared in
                                     '
the two strains (Fig. 4-10). in the excess aphid treat[neng aMerage inerease in body weiglrt was
                                   '                             ''al)out 10.0 and 12mg for males and females in bcmb strains. respectively} and there was no
                                               'significant difference between the strains fu either serc (Male and Fernale: P > O.05) (Fig. 4-10a).
                                            'in the laphid treatmeng although, average inerease in bo(ly weight did not differ significantEy in
                           tt                                      '   'the two strains for males (P > O.05), it tended to be higher in the slow thau in the fbst developers.
[[his tendency was more obvious in females (P<O.Ol). , ' .
                      '               '   in the e"ccess aphid trearmertt, there was a sigriificant difference in the ayerage rate ef
                                  '        ''                              'increase in bodyweight in the two stras in both sexes (mae aiid Fernale: P' < O.oo1) (Fig.
                                                  ''                                                             '4-10b). rllhe male and fetnal.e fast deveiopers had a daity inerease of O.6 and O.8 mg greater than
                                '                    '   ''                 /tthe slow develepers, respectively in the 1 aphid treaM!ent, there was mo sigriificant djfference in
                                                  '                                 'ayerage rate ofinerease in body weight in the two suains in both sexes; it was about O.5mg (Male
                        '
and Female: P > O.05).
   in thc excess aphid treatment, the ayerage relatiye inerease in body weight of the slcfiN
developers was 350 aiid 390% fhr males and feniales. respectivelyi which is significaiitiy greater
than that of thc fast developers, which were 300 and 330%, respectively (Male and Female: P <
                                   'O.O1) (Fig. 4-10c). Similarlyl in the laphid treatment, the ayerage relative inerease in body weight
                                    '                                                   '      '                                '     '                '                '                                 '                          '
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F
was signficantiy higher in slow developers than in fast developers (Male and Fernale: P <
O.OOI).
4-4 DISCUSSION
In generaL population growih is idster in aphids than in coccids. rlherefore. Dixon (2000)
suggests that aphidophagous ladYbirds have been more strongly selected for fast developmem
than coccidophagous species, as fast deyelopment optimises their harvesting of ambids
(Kindmann & Dix(m, 1993). ln the present experiment most larvac developed relatively fi}st)
                                              'which also suggests that A. bipztnctata haye been selected for fast development.
   After selecting Hmpodomia con}7ergens fer fast developmerit over several generatioms,
fast-developing larvae consumed more aptids per unit time and deyeloped into larger adults than
more sl(rwly developing indivicluals (Rodrigpez-Saoma & Miller, 1995). Iil the present
                                           '                   ''experiinents, the same tendency was observed in fast- aiid slow-developing strains of.A.
               '                                          '
brpunctata. When food ayailahdity was unlimited Iarvae of a fast-developing strain consunied
                    '                                             'more aphids per day in total than those of a slow-deyeloping strain. Consequentii the fbst
  '      '                                                  'developing larvac gained more body weight and developed into 1arger adults thaii the slow
                                                    'developing straiiL Many life histery traits such as fecundity and mating success are positively
                                          'related to adwh body size. That is, when food is unlimited fast developmerit is Iikely to be
adyantageous.
                     '    However, in the fielq as aphid abundance changes in ime and space (Kindmann & Dixon.
                                 '1993; Yasuda & Shinya, 1997; Dixon, 1998; Osawa, 2000; Secticm2), ladYbirds are often fOod
limited. Soveral amhors report that food avaitabitity adrersely affects deyelopmeBtal rate
                                                       '       '                     '(11Duration of deyelopment) and body size in ladYbirds (Kawauchi, 1979; MilIp, 1979). Althpt}gh
                                       'larval survival did not decrease sigrrificantly when fed 1 ai)hidlday in this studM increase in body
                            'weiglrt dec reased significantly in both fast and slow strains. ']hat is, tliey showed the same trend
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in life history traits. However, the effect of poor fbod supply differed in the fbst- and
slow-developing strains. Nthough the rate ofincrease in body weightiday was similar in both the
fast and slow strains, the 1(mger duration of developmerit of slow-developing strains ertabled
thern to gain mcie body weight than fast-developing strains. ConsequendM although 1arvae of
fast-developing strain were Iarger than those of the slow-(levelqping strain at the start of fourth
instar, their body weighis converged durtllg fbmh instar. Small 1arvae are more vulllerable to IGP
tlian large larvae (Sengonca & Fiings, 1985; Lucas et al.. 1997, 1998; PhoofoIo & Obrycki, 1998;
Hindayana et al., 2001). However, when food is limiting fhst-developing larvae are unlikely to
surviye to reach a large size and become a threat to slovv-developing larvae. Larval survival was
significantly deereased in both fast- and slow-developing strains when fed O.5 aphids/day
                                                           'Tlterefore, at this level of food ayailability) larvae do not appear to be able to ayojd starving to
   '
death Large larvae are more likely to starve to death at a particular meai! food availabilityi
becaiise their maintenance costs are higher (Tetiliumberg et al., 2000). ln the preserit experinieng
although almost all individuals of both the fast and slovv suains starved to death when fed O.5
aphids/day, the larvac of the slow-developing strain survived for longer than those of the
fast-developing strain.
   GenerallM camiibalism is associated with. an asymmetry in size or activity between cannibal
and vicim (Dixoq 2000). ln the fiela the most frequmtly reported cannibajism is of eggs and
pupae (Section2). ln section 3, althougli the same instar of Iarva was used to initiate the
     'experiments. the duration of development of the larvac cliffered. Conseqt}ently} the
                                  'slow-developing larvae often ate fbst-deyeloping individuals, which were in the prepupal stage
when the aPhid became extinct. That is, when food asrailabhity is low) slow development can be
adyantageous because it gives tlieni more time to searcli for aphid preM and the slow-cleveloping
individttals are more Iikely to eat the faster developing individuaIs than vice versa.
                                                             98
   in conclusion, althougli Erphidophagous ladybirds are lilcely to be selected for fast
development this is only advantageous if al)hids are abundant. That the speed of deyelopment of
                                                               'indivi(luals from the same cfuster ofeggs varies (Seerion 5) makes it more likely that some larvae
                                                                'wi11 survive even when aphids become scarce.
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               SECtlON5 ,
                            '             '     ttLIFE msioRy TRAITS tN THE sLi)vv-FAsT c6NTINVtJM
5-1 INTRODUCI[[ON
Most predatory 1adybirds are either aphidophagous or coccidophagcus and their life history traits
dilifer. For instance, in general, aphidophagous species develop and consume their Irrey at a
relatively fast rate compared to coccidophagous species. rlllieir prcy also differs in its speed of
developmem and aburidance; aphids develop faster and appear to be more abundant than coccids.
'lherefore, Dixon (2000) suggests that the pace of life of aphidophagous and coccidophagous
ladybirds reflect that of t2ieir preM and the life history traits, such as speed of developiiieng of
these two groups ofladybirds are 1ikely to be associated with their pace oflife.
   In section 4, it was shown that fast-developing larvae ofA. bipzEnctata consumed more
aphids per day and in total. and developed into 1arger adults than slow-developing individuais.
imerestinglM the differences in duration of development body size and food consumption rate
are positively related to their sy)eed of develepinent evert withn a species. Accordirigly, if in
general the speed of development is associated with the life history traits of predatory ladybirds,
                                                      ''         'the life history traits of adults that develep fast or slow are also likely to differ.
   in the fiela the ovaiLabdity of aphids varies dnring the larval period (Kindlmann & D,ixon.
1993; Yasuda & Shny4 1997; I]tixon. 1998; Osawa. 2000, Section 2). Therefore, larvae often
face low food availal)thtyl which has adverse affects on ti}eir adult bocly size. Several atithors
             'have reported that life history traits, such as fl3cundity and longevity (Yaseda & Dixon. 2000).
egg and chister size (Dixon & ([}uo, 1993) are associated with adult size. However, whether the
life history traits of adults are associated with their speed of dovelopment is sdll unknown.
   The objectives of this section were to derermine the IQngevity) fecundityl egg and cluster
sizes offhst- and slow-developing individuals oftlie two spot ladybird, A. bipttnctata.
1OO
5-2 MAiTERiA[LS AND ME'llIODS
(1) Experimellt 1: Reproduction and longevity
Fecundity and longevity ofurmated adnlts ofthe fbst and slow deveioping strains were compared.
                             '                       'Fast- and slow-developing fourth instar larvae were selected at random (Materials and Methods,
                              '
Section 4). These larvae were kept individually in 3am-diameter Petri dislies and supplied,an
excess ofpea aphid daily until they pupated. Tirne ofpupation and adult emergence and the sex
of the adults were noted. M adults were also kept singly in 3cm diameter Peni dislies, and fed an
excess ofpea aphids every 2 days, and the number of eggs 1aid and adult survival were recorded.
                                                           ''Ihis procedure was conimued until all individuals died. Longevity was recorded fbr botli the
                           '                              ''                                                 'males and females.
(2) Expetment 2: Effect of female size on their othpring ,
llgg and cinster sine
                                                        'Five fernales, which differed in body weight (6.5 mg 10.5 mg 13.4 mg 14.6 mg and 16.1 mgi
 '                                                                         'were selected from the 1adYbird culture, deseribed in Section 4. Each fetnaie was kept with a
male in a Peni dish (3 cm diameter), and fed ciaily aii e"ccess ofpea aphids. Unfenjlised eggs are
                                        '    'usually smaller than fertilized eggs (Personal observationi. Tlierefore. to ayoid using unfertilised
                                                                  '
eggs, the fust few clutches of eggs were kqpt to determine wbether thcy were fertjle. CMce it was
established that the feniales were laying fettile eggs, clusters of eggs were collected and the eggs
were separated from one another using a damp paintbrush. the eggs were allc"Ned to dry fo[ a
few hours, and tlien each egg was weighed at least twice. 'Ihe average ofthese measuriments was
                                  ttrecorded Number of eggslcluster for each fernale was also recarded for a weck after thcy started
                                                           '       'to lay fertilised eggs. '
ortspn'ng stze and their duratibn ofdevelopment
Ofthe eggs obtained in Experiniertt 2, 68 frcmi four fernales (6.5 mg: N=15, lO.5 mg: N=19, 14.6
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mg: N==19, 16.1 mg: N=15) were selected "lhe 1arvae that hatched from these eggs were kept
individually in plastic tubes (Sectfen 4) and the laiyac eacii fe(l an excess of pea aphids daily
urrtil they pupated. APhid remajns and larval ercereta were removed daily. Time taken to develop
from oviposnion to adult emergerice, sex and the fresh weight of each adnlt at .ernergence were
recorded
5-3 RESUIJTS
(1) Reproduction and longevity
Average fecundity of the fast- and slow-developing individuals was compared (Tahle 5--1). 'Ihe
total egg prodnction of the fbst developing individuals, which ayeraged 140.3± 19.4 eggs, was 2
    '                                           'times greater thaii tliat ogthe sl(rw developing individuals (63.2±15.5 eggs) (P < O.Ol). "lhere is
a significant negative relationship between the duration of dmeiqpment and fecuiidity (R = O.407,
P < O.OOI): the sborter the duration of dovelopment th.e greater the fecun(lityL Rate of egg
production was also differerrt in the fast and slow developing individuals also (liffered (P < O.O1),
the fast developers tended to Iay a greater number of eggs per day than the slow devefopers.
   Nthough the pre-oviposition period did not differ significantly in the fast and slow
developers (P > O.05). the 19.8 days of the fbst developers was 30 days shorter than that of the
slow developers (Table 5-1). 'IIIiere was a significant positiye relationshjp betvveen dmation of
development and pre-oviposition period (R == O.436, P < O.OOI): sliorter the duration of
development the shorter the pre-oviposition period
             //   rlhere was no significant difference in the Etverage dmation of suwival of individuals of the
fast and slow developers, which was about 95 and 120 days for males and feniales, respectively
(P > O.05) (Table 5-1).
   However, ternporal changes in survival of adults difirered (Fig. 5-1). The initial survival of
males of the slow developers was poorer than those of the fast developers. ft was 67% cm the
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40th day after emergence, 24% lower than that for the fast developers (P < O.05). Subsequerttlyl
surviyal in the fast developers decreased more rapidly than in tiie slow dovelopers. ConsequentlM
                                                                      iall ofthe fast developers died by the 190th day) whereas some ofthe slow developers suwived for
over 240 days. Similarly} the same trend was observed in ferfiales. of which a greater percentage
ofthe slow developers survived bcyond the 160th day than ofthe fast developers..
(2) Egg and cluster size
Effi ct of female size on their egg and cluster size
Figure 5-2a and 5-2b show that ayerage egg weight and cluster size, respectivelyl offive fernales
that differed in body weight. Both average egg and cluster size differed significantly in the
females (,P < O.05) and is positively associated with fernale body size (Egg size: R = O.98, P <
O.OOO1, Cluster size: R = O.997, P < O.OOO1). 'Ib determine the strength ofthis association thc egg
and cluster sizes of the five females is expresse(l as a percentage of those of the miest feniale
(Fig. 5-3). Ayerage cluster size tended to increase rnore drarnatically than egg size wnh inerease
in female body size, the percerttage increase in egg weight and cluster size Irrodiiced by the
1argest feniale (16.1 mg) relative to the smallest fernale (6.5 mg) were 129.2% and 451.1%,
respectively. That is, although botii average egg and ch}ster sizes tended to inerease witli iEierease
in female size, tlie effect of female size was much less en egg weight than on cluster size.
Effect of egg size on duration of development and adult size
Ayerage duration of development and adult weight on emergence of the offspimg of the five
females was compared (Fig. 5-4). Male offlspring obtained from the two snialler females, which
were 6.5 and 10.5 mg in weight, took significantly longer to develop than those ofthe two 1argest
females, 14.6 and 16.1 mg (P < O.05). Famale offspring of the smallest females also generally
took significantly longer to develop than those of the 1argest females (P < O.05), the average
duration of development of those of the smallest female (6.5 mg) was 1.1 tmes longer thaii that
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of tlie 1argest female (16.1 mg) for both sexes. There was a sigriificant negative relationships
between ayerage egg size and average dmation of development (Male offspimg: R = O.973, P <
O.05, Fernale offspmbg: R == O.970, P < O.05).
   Offspring size of the difihrent sized females differed sigrtificantly at inatuity. Those
produced by the smallest fetnale (6.5 mg) was less than 80% of the weight of those prodnced by
the largest fernale (16.1 mg) for both serges (P < O.05) (Fig. 5-4b). There was a sigriificant
positiye relationstiip between egg and subsequent adult size (Male offspring: R = O.994, P < O.05,
Female offspimg: O.947. P < O.05).
5-4 DISCUSSION
Many predatory 1adybirds eat aphids the numbers of which change in ime and space (Kindlmann
& Dixon, 1993; Yasuda & Shinya 1997; Dixon. 1988; Osawa 2000, Secnion 2). Tliese ladybirds
are often food lirnited during their developmerit) which adversely affects their adlllt size. Mairy
life history traits of adults are associated with body size, and several andiors haye reported that
food availability during the larval period aflrects the life history traits of the adults (Dixon & Guo,
1993; Yasuda & Dixon. 2000). ln these studies, the life histary traits ofIarge and small adults that
experienced high and low fbod ayailahility during their developmer!g respectivelM were reported
ln this study the fhst- and slow-developing adults differed in body size. but they did ncft
                                              ''experience limited food Ervajlal)dity in their iinrnature stages (Section4). That is, size was
                                                    '                  '
possibly more genetically than nunitionally (letermined
   in A. bipunctata, 1arge females are more fecund than small females (Yasuda & Dixon. 2000).
In this study) the fdstdeveloping 1arge adults 1aid more eggs per day and in total than
slow-developing small adll1ts. In C. septempztnctata, ovariole number is posnively related to
female body size (Dixon & (}uo, 1993). Therefore, the differem fecundities of the fast- and
slow-developing adults was probably clue to their body size.
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   The survival oflarge and small adults ofA. bipunctald is similar when fed similarly (Yasuda,
personal communication). However, in this stu(IM the fast-developed large females on ayerage
sunived fbr a shorter period than the slow-dovelopecl small indiyiduals. Life history theory
predicts that reproductive activity should shorten adult Iife (Roff 1992). Tlierefore, the earlier
death of fast-developed 1arge adults could be a consequence of the relatively high reprodnctive
rate compared to the slow-developed smalL adnks. However, although males from both the fast-
and slow-developing individuals were not rnatea the fbst-developed ma!es also died earlier than
the slow-developed individuals. This may imply that speed of developmer}t also affected their
longevity.
                                                         '    Although females used in experiment 2 were not fbod Iirnited during their deyelopmerit
                              '
(Materials and Met2iods, Section 4), their body size varied from 6.5-16.1 mg. As in general. adult
body size of this species is negatively related to their dmation of developmefit when food is
unlimited (Section 4), it likely that the 1arge aiid small fernales used in this experiment were fast-
and slow-developers, respectively. The average egg size of these fernales was positively related
to their body size. Howeveq in size-manipulated ferEiales of C. septempzmctata. i.e. different
sized feniales prodrced by manipulating food ayailabilityl egg size is not related to size ofmother
(Dixon & Guo, 1993). 'IIherefore, it is suggested that egg size is determined geneticallM and eggs
size determines the speed of development rather than famale body size directly.
    OIifspring size at adult ernergence is positiSiely related to size at birth (i.e. egg size). As egg
-size is positively related to size ofmother, offspring adult size reflects their mother's size. in fact,
there was a signficant positive relationsliip between average offspring size and that of their
mothers, althougli ayerage male offspring size was not related signilicantiy to that of their
inothers (Male: P > O.05. Fernale: P < O.OOI) (Fig. 5-5). However, this may be due to the
relatively few obse vations. As 1arge and sniall mothers are 1ikely to be fast and slow developers.
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respectivelM the speed of developme[it ofthe offspring is also 1ikely to be related to that oftheir
mothers.
   Table 5-2 gives a summary of the life history traits of the fast- and slow-developing strains
used in section 4 and this section, and of the general life history traits of aphidophagous and
coccidophagous species (Dixon, 2000). Tlie slow and fast individuals ofA. bipztnctata show the
same differertces in life hist(ay traits as coccidophagous and aphidophagous species of IadYbirds
(c.f Dixon. 2000). That is, the speecl of development is 1ikely to be a key fattor determining the
                                         '                                                             'other life history traits ofpredatcny 1adybirds.
   Several aiithors haye reported that eggs obtained from the same fernale ladybjrds vary in
size (Dixon & Guo, 1993). Eggs obtained frcmi single fernales in the present stucly also varied in
size (e.g. eggs 1aid by a 6.5 mg- and 13.4 mg-female. Fig. 5-6). If speed of developiiierit is
associated with egg size, which is suggested by the results presented here, then the life history
traits of the offspmbg are also likely to vary. Fast-cicveloping larvae appear to be less wen adapted
to low food ayailahility than slow developing larvac (Section4). Therefore, the variation in speed
of development could be advantageous becanse an ovipositing ladybird is unlikely to be able to
predict future ayaitabMty of prey for their offspring. ln such circumstances a vaiial)le speed of
development ofthe offspring might be the best strategy for aphidophagous ladybirds.
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    sEcTION 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
:in gerLeral. the incidertce ofcannibalism and I. G. R are 1ikely to inerease when aphids are scarce
relative to the abimdance of ladybirds (e.g. Takahashi, 1987; Agarwala & Dixon.199I, 1992;
Yasuda & Shny4 1997). As cannibalis[n and I. G. R more commoniy occur when prcy becorne
scarce, they are possibly important for the survival when prcy availability is low (Osaw4 1991;
Yasuda & Shnyaj.
   This diseussion will be presemed in three sections. in the firstl subsection 6-1, variation in
the incidence of cannibalism in ladybirds is diseussed based Qn the results presented in Sections 2
and 3. This is followed by a diseussion of the posstble effects of the availabMty of intrdiguild
prey on the sumival of an intra.guild predator in subsection 6-2. FinallM how variadon in prey
availability might afilect survrval is diseussed in subsection 6-3 based on the results presented in
Sections 4 and 5.
6-1 Cannibalism
Egg cannibalism in C. s. brncld is rare if aphid prcy is abundant (Takahashi. 1987), Il pmdis
larvae prefer their own eggs to aphids (Kawai, 1978). in section 2, it is reported that egg
cannibalism occurred more frequendy in iZ emIyridis and R japonica' than in C. s. bracld.
Therefore, the incidence of egg cannibalism may depend thc species.
   in additiony the preferred ovipesnion site may also affect the percentage egg loss due to
cannibalism. Osawa (1989) shows that incidence of egg cannibalism is high if eggs are too close
to aphids, as conspecific larvae and adults, which are potential cannibals, tend to aggregate in
patches of aphid (e.g. Nakamut4 1985; Carter & Dixon, 1982). Therefore, differenees in their
oviposition sites may also reflect the incidence of egg cannibalism in the three species. Females
of C. s. bracld appear to lay their eggs further from aphid colonies than eirber ofEL aryridis and
R japonica (Sato, 1994). However, as their preferred oviposition site is still imknown. further
work on this is needed if we are to achieve a better understandmg of egg camibalism in these
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specles.
    Winder (1990) suggested that the tendency of larvae to disperse when prey is scarce may
rednce the probabfity of their encountering con- and hetero-specific larvae. in addition. the
leaMing rate deperids on species (Schellhorn & Andow) 1998). rlhese studies suggest that the
incidence oflarval camibalism varies beweeri species.
    in Section 3, it is recorded that the mortality oflarvae due to cannibalism was low for C. s.
brucld because they tended to ernigrate soon after the aptiid became extincg whert the incidence
of cannibalism is likely to increase. Howeyer, as the larvae ofH axparids and R japonica stayed
on the plants after the aphids becanie extinct, the larvae of these species suffered a higher
mortality dne to cannibalism than the larvae of C. s. brucke. Cannibalism may result in the
survival of some larvae when prey is scarce (Osaw4 1991). ln the present studyl some larvac ofR
         'japonica ate conspecific individnals and completed their developmerit after prcy became extinct.
 '
Although H czxlyridis larvae also ate conspecdics, no larvac ofthis species became adult.
    in rnarked contrast, the incidence of larval cannibalism in C s. bnicld was low evert when prey
became scarce. As larvae of C. s. brucki dispersed when aphid prey was scarce, the availal)ility of
potemial conspecific victims decreased and the incidmce of camiibalism was relatively low in this
species compared to the other two species.
6-2 I. G. R
In general. I. G. P is associated with aii asymmetry in size; small spectes generally are
more vulnerable to I. G. R than large species (Sengonca & Frings, 1985; Lucas et aL,
1997, 1998; Phoofolo & Obrycki, 1998; Hindayana et aL, 2001). Howeveg in several
                                               'specics of ladYbirds, which have overlapping habitat preferences, chemical protection of
the smaller species from predation by the larger species has been reported (Agarwala &
Dixon, 1992; Agarwala et aZ, 1998; Hempttme et aL, 200CD.
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   Several studies indicate that H: asyTidis and C. s. brztcld commonly co-occur in early spring
(Takahashi, 1987; Yiisuda & Shnya 1997; Section 2). Although these two species are sirnilar in
body size, their tiining of occurrence differs. Tlie latter occurring species is vulnerable, as it is
likely to be at an earlier stage of development than the other species (Section 2). However, the
latter occurring species, H ewidis is toxic to C. s. brztcld (Section 3). That is, although H
exyridis appears to be vulnerable tb predation by C. s. bntcld, it is unlikely to be eaten by C. s.
brucki larvae because it is toxic, which is what was reported by Yasuda & Ctnuma (2000).
   On the other hand C s. brucld is suitable intra.guild prcy for H (zx)npidis. Yiisnda and
(inuma (2000) reported that larvac ofH axjvridis develop equally well when fed either aphids or
larvae of C. s. brucld. in the fiel¢ larvae oflL czxJ?7idis were observed eating eggs, larvae and
pupae of tlie other species, but no larvac of C s. brucki Qr R 1'aponica were observed eating any
                         'stages of H: axpridis (Section 2). Therefore, it is suggested that H axj)o'idis is an intra-guild
           '                                                           'predator in this Iadybird guild. in additioq althougli none of the larvae ofH czryrids cornpleted
their dovelopment when reared on their own. some of them developed to the adult stage whan
larvae of the other species were present (Section. 3). 'Ihese results suggest that Iarvac of H
ampidis are adapted to eat cmber species.
    For some species of la(lybirds, it is reported that the fanales react to the larval tracks of
other species and reduce their egg production (R{}zieka 2001). 1 herefore, as Iarvae ofH: ctx[yridis
appear to require the Iarvae of other species in order to complete tbeir developmerit (Section 3),
females of IL aryridis may react to the larval tracks of other ladYbird species and prefer to lay
their eggs in prey patches akeady being exploited by larvae of the other species, such as C. s.
brztcki and R ]'ponica.
   in conchasion, "EL awyridis is possibly a "top predatof', and more 1ikely to be able to survive when
aphids are scarce, as they can exploit both extra- and intra-guild preys. However, Section 2 and 3
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revealed that when C. s. breicki oytposit markedly earlier thaii Hl axlyridis the eggs and larvac cEf C. s.
brucin were less likely to suffer from predation by larvae ofjFl axiyridis. in addition, the al)undance of
R Jmponica, which is the most frequeniy observed intra-guild prey ofH czxlyridis, varied from year to
year The timing of the oviposition of C s. brucki and the al)undance ofR J'aponica are 1ikely to be
affected by temperature (Section 2 and 3), which varies from year to year (Section 2). Tlierefore. prey
ayailal)Mty is dacertain even for a "top predatof' like Hl ewidis. 'Ib eepe with this uncertainty of
prey availability variation irt speed of development is 1ikely to be advantageous, which was discussed
in a next subsection.
6-3 Fast and slow development
AII the life history traits of predatory ladybirds, including both aphidophagous and
coccidophagous spex ies, are associated posnively with speed of development (Dixon. 2000). ln
section 4 and 5, it is reported that the 1ife history traits of fbst- and slow-developing individuals
differed ewen in the same species.
    As fast-developing larvae are poteritially capable of coiisurniiig more aphids and developing
                                                         'imo 1arger adnits than slow-developing larvae, thcy are well adapted to high food ayailability
                    '(Section 4). A short duration of development may reduce the ineidence of cannibalism or I. G. R.
ln additiog deyeloping into 1arge adults is advantageous because Iarge adults are more fecund
than smal1 adults (Section 5). 'Ilierefore, it could be assumed that fbst development is
advantageous when prcy ayailability is high However, as reported in subsecnions 6-1 and 6-2,
ayailability ofboth intrar (Collr and hetero-specific) and ext[arguild prey (Aphids) for 1adybird
larvae is likely to be uncertain whetlier they are "top predators" cn not.
    Fast'developing larvae are more adversely allfected by low fbod availability (Section
4). For instaiice, fast-developing larvae staxrved to death sooner than those of
slow'developing individuals when food availability was low Therefore, if prey
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availabihty is low durtng their devefopment, the fast-devefoping larvae are less likely to
complete their developrnent than the slow'developing individnals. In addition, aithough
                                                           'prey availability is high dutring their development, 1arge adult si2R of the fast-devefoping
                                                 '
individnals can be disadvantageous If food is scarce for the adults. Yasuda & Dixon
                    '       '
(2000> reported that a la]rge male is less likely to copulate when food is scairce. Therefore,
                                 'it is suggested that fast'developed adults are also more likely affected by low prey  tt                                                   '                                   'availabihty than the slow'developed adults.
    On the other hanq as the slow-developing larvae potentially require fewer prcy to complete
their development than fbst-developing individuals, their survival is less affected by low food
availability thafi that of the ibst-developing larvae (Sectien 4). ln addition. slow-doveloping
larvac tended to live longer than fast-developing indiyidua!s when prey was scarce. This longer
                                   ''dmation of survtval may enable them to search for food resources fbr longer than the
                                              ''                            t/'fast-developing individnals. ln addition. smaU males are more likely to copulate when aphids is
                                   .         '
scarce (Yasuda & Dixon. 2000). The slow developing larvae tended to develop into small adults
(Section 4). That is, it is suggested that slow developmem is advantageous when prcry ayaitability
is low.
    As in the field aphid abundance is affected by many factors (Dixon 2000; Sec tion 2), the
availability of prey for thc larvae is likeiy to be uiicertain. if so, vaiiation in the speed of
                                               '          'development of the offspiing could be advantageous because it increases the chances ofIadybird
larvac surviving when food ewailabthty is low.
    in conclusion, this thesis suggested that flexibdity of ladYbird due to variation in the speed
of developmem is important for their survival when prcy ayailabdity is vaiiable. Although the
                                         'speed of development of 1adybird potentially varied between individi}als (Section 4), the acu}al
effect of this life histQry trait Qn their suwival has been 1argely jgnored Therofbre, there is a neecl
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